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AB STRACT 
Motivated by a new wave ofkinematical tracers in the o uter regions ofearly-type galaxie s (ellipticals and lentic ulars) , 
we re-examine the role of a ng ular momentum in galaxies of all types. We present new methods for qua ntifying the 
specific a ng ular mo mentum}, foc using mainly on the more c ha llenging case ofearly-type galax ies, in order to derive 
fi rm empirical relations between stellar j . and mass M . (thus extending earlier work by Fall). We carry o ut detailed 
analyses of eight galaxies with kinematical data extending as far out as 10 effective radii, and find that data at two 
effective radii are generally suffic ie nt to e sti mate total j. reliably. Our results contravene suggestions that ellipticals 
could harbor large reservoirs of hidde n j . in their outer regio ns owing to ang ular momentum transport in major 
me rgers. We then carry out a comprehensive analysis of extended kine matic data fro m the literature for a sample 
of ~ I 00 nearby bright galax ies of all types, placing them on a di agram of j. versus M •. T he ellipticals and spirals 
form two parallel j.- M. tracks, with log-slopes of~0.6, which for the spirals are closely related to the Tully- Fisher 
relation, but for the ellipticals derives from a re markable conspiracy between masses, sizes, and rotation veloc ities. 
T he ellipticals contain less angul ar mo mentum on average than s pirals of equa l mass, with the qua ntitative disparity 
depending on the ado pted K-band s te llar mass-to-light ratios of the galaxies: it is a fac tor of ~3-4 if mass-to-light 
ratio variatio ns are neglected for simplicity, and ~7 if they are incl uded. We decompose the spirals into disks and 
bulges and fi nd that these subcomponents follow j.- M. trends similar to the overall o nes for spirals and e llipticals. 
T he le nticulars have an intermediate trend, and we propose that the morphological types of galaxies reflect disk 
and bulge subcomponents that follow separate, fundamental j.- M. scaling relations. Thi s provides a physical 
motivation for characterizing galaxies most basically with two pa rameters: mass and bul ge-to-disk ratio. Next, in an 
approach comple mentary to numerical simulations, we construct idealized models of a ngular mome ntu m content 
in a cosmological context, using estimates of dark matter ha lo spin and mass fro m theoretical and empirical studies. 
We find that the width of the halo s pin di stribution cannot account for the di ffere nces between s piral and elliptical 
j ., but that the observations a re re produced well if these galaxies simply re tained di ffe rent fractio ns of their initial 
j compleme nt (~60% and ~10%, respectively). We consider various physical mechanisms for the simultaneous 
evolu tio n of j. and M. (incl uding outflows, stripping, collapse bia s, a nd merging), e mphasizing that the vector sum 
of all s uch processes must produce the observed j .- M. relatio ns. We suggest that a combination of early collapse 
and multiple mergers (major or mino r) may account naturally for the trend for ellipticals. More generally, the 
observed variations in angul ar mo mentum represent simple but fundamental constraints for any model of galaxy 
formatio n. 
Key words: galax ies: elliptical and lenticular, c O - galaxies: evolutio n - galax ies: fundamental parameters ­
galaxies: kinematics and dynamics - galaxies: spira l - galaxies: structure 
Online-only material: color figures 
I . lNTRODUCTION 
Many sc he mes for cl assifying galaxies have been presented 
over the years, foc using on somewhat ephemeral properties 
such as morphology and color. Alternatively, one may consider 
three fu ndame ntal physical parameters: mass M , energy E, and 
angular mo mentum J. Qualitatively, these are related to the 
amount of material in a galaxy, to the linear size, and to the 
rotation velocity. 
An important ad vantage of these parameters is that they may 
be related back to the earlier states of galaxies without having 
to unravel all of the messy intervening detai ls suc h as baryonic 
di ssipation, star for matio n, and morphological transforma tion . 
As a n example, the simple assumption that J is approx imately 
conserved during the collapse of gas within hierarchically 
forming dark matter halos natura lly explains the observed basic 
3 C urrent addr ess: Department of Physics and Astron omy, San Jose State 
University, One Wa shington Squ are, San Jose, CA 95192, USA. 
scaling relations of disk galaxies (Fall & Efstathiou 1980; 
Dalcanton et a!. 1997 ; Mo et a!. 1998). 
Here "conserved" means that the initial J is retained at a factor 
of~2 level , unlike£, which can be readily lost by factors of~ 10 
thro ugh dissipative collapse a nd radi atio n. Note that the "weak" 
conservation of total J is less restrictive a nd more plausible 
than the "strong" conservation of the internal distribution of J 
with radius, whic h could be readily altered by secular processes 
within disks while still pre serving total J (e.g., Kormendy & 
Ke nnicutt 2004; see Fall 2002 a nd Freeman & Bland-Hawthorn 
2002 for furthe r discussion). 
In this vein, Fall ( 1983, hereafter F83) introduced a general 
diagram of j. versus stellar mass M. , where j. = 1. / M. is 
the stellar specific angula r mo mentum. This diagram has the 
important ad vantages that it deals with conservable physical 
q uantities a nd that the axes represent independent variables. 
The M. axis embodies a mass scale, while the j. axis repre­
sents a length scale times a rotation velocity scale. On the con­
trary, the standard relations between M . and circular velocity 
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Figure 1. Total intrinsic ste llar specific angular momentum of galaxies plotted 
against their tota l stellar mass, reproduced from Fall ( 1983), with corrections 
from a Hubble constant of h = 0.5-0.7. The symbols show galaxy types 
according to the legend at the upper left; for the e llipticals (E), open circ les 
show galaxies with an upper-limit estimate of}•. The dotted line shows a trend 
­
­
of}. cx M?;13 . The logarithms plotted here and used t hroughout the paper are 
in base 10. These j. - M. scaling re lations are the focus of thi s paper, and will 
eventually be updated in Figure 14. 
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journaL) 
V c (e.g., Thlly & Fisher 1977; Dutton eta!. 2010;Trujillo-Gomez 
eta!. 2011) involve correlated variables, since Vc may be di­
rectly connected to M•. Another related parameter is the spin 
()..),which is useful for characterizing dark matter halo rotation, 
and which we will discuss later in this paper. 
The simple j.- M . diagram is still charged with useful infor­
mation for understanding galaxies, and to orient the remainder 
of our discussion, we begin by reproducing the original version 
from F83 here in Figure I .The only change is to rescale the data 
for a Hubble constant of h = 0. 7 rather than h = 0.5. These data 
were for late-type spirals (Sb and Sc) based on extended optical 
rotation curves, and for elliptical galaxies based on observations 
from their inner half-light radii , as feasible in that era. 
The first key feature to note from Figure 1 is that the spirals 
follow a fairly tight scaling relation of}. ex M:, where a "" 0. 7 
(see also Takase & Kinoshita 1967 ; Heidemann 1969; Freeman 
1970; Nordsieck 1973), which is a phenomenology that is 
now understood to provide a remarkable link between visible 
galaxies and their invisible dark matter halos. F83 provided a 
simple theoretical framework in which the gaseous baryons of 
galaxies are initially mixed with the dark matter and share in 
the same j. The baryons then cool and decouple from the dark 
matter, collapsing into star-forming disks. If the baryonic j is 
approximately conserved in this process, both the zero point 
and the slope of the observed spiral-galaxy j.- M. re lation are 
reproduced. 
The formation ofdisk galaxies can thus be explained at a basic 
level through this long-standing picture of (weak)} conservation. 
To provide further understanding, hydrodynamical simulations 
of galaxy formation have been pursued for decades, with the 
j.- M. observational diagram from F83 as a key benchmark for 
theory. Attaining that benchmark has turned out to be a major 
challenge, with early studies finding catastrophic j loss (e.g. , 
Katz & Gunn 1991; Navarro & Benz 1991 ; Navarro eta!. 1995; 
Navarro & Steinmetz 1997). 
This angular momentum "catastrophe" can be attributed 
partially to numerical limitations, and partially to uncertainties 
in modeling baryonic processes such as feedback following 
star formation, as reviewed by Fall (2002). Over the years, 
the simulations have improved and can now come close to 
reproducing the j.- M. observations (e .g ., Governato eta!. 2007; 
Agertz eta!. 2011; Guedes eta!. 2011), although much work still 
remains in understanding both the numerics and the physics. 
Besides the angular momentum benchmark from F83 which 
has become a standard ingredient in modeling the formation 
of disk galaxies, there is another aspect of the original j.- M. 
diagram that has received relatively little attention: the inclusion 
ofelliptical galaxies along with the spirals. The diagram thereby 
provides a fundamental diagnostic of scaling relations for all 
galaxies, which is important because there is still not a full 
explanation for such a basic property as the Hubble (1926) 
sequence of galaxy morphologies. 
Star formation considerations aside, there is an obvious 
dynamical distinction between galaxy disks and spheroids, 
which are characterized by cold, ordered rotation versus random 
motions with fair ly low net rotation, respectively. Differences in 
the conservation and distribution of j may very well be pivotal 
to explaining these differences and to governing the fates of 
galaxies. 
As shown in Figure 1, F83 found that ellipticals followed 
a j.- M. trend roughly parallel to the spirals, but lower by a 
factor of ""6, and with more apparent scatter (see also Bertola 
& Capaccioli 1975). There are several potential explanations 
for such a difference between spirals and ellipticals, but the 
most plausible one is traced to a violent, c lumpy genesis for 
spheroids. For example, mergers could naturally redistribute 
angular momentum from the central regions of a galaxy to its 
outer parts by dynamical friction (e.g., Aarseth & Fall 1980; 
Gerhard 1981; Barnes & Efstathiou 1987; Zurek et a!. 1988; 
Barnes 1992; Hernquist 1992; Navarro & White 1994; Hey! 
eta!. 1996; D' Onghia & Navarro 2007 ; Zavala eta!. 2008). 
Thus,} should be basically conserved but inconveniently locked 
up in unobservable components such as the dark halo and the 
faint outer stars. 
With this theoretical sketch in hand, the j. disparity between 
spirals and ellipticals has received little further attention over 
the years. However, the scenario of angular momentum redis­
tribution has not yet been directly tested by observations- a 
situation that may now finally be remedied via the advent of 
new techniques for optical spectroscopy in galaxy halos (with 
preliminary results along these lines reported in Romanowsky 
eta!. 2004). 
In this paper we re-open various questions about angular 
momentum in all types of bright galaxies, following and 
extending the treatment of F83. Are the j.- M. slopes, zero 
points, and scatter in Figure I supported upon re-examination? 
Does the "missing" }. in ellipticals emerge in large-radius data? 
Can the}. variations be associated with the natural dispersion in 
spin expected for standard dark matter halos, or is it necessary 
to invoke additional baryonicj evolution? 
F83 also proposed that the Hubble sequence may be un­
derstood as a systematic variation in j. at a fixed M. (or 
equivalently, variation in M. at fixed }.), but could not test 
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F igure 2. Physically motivated classification diagram of galaxies, using the 
parameter space of stellar mass and specific angular momentu m. The solid blue 
and red lines s how para lle l scaling re lations for dis ks and bulges, which are based 
loosely on our observational result s to be presented in Section 5 . Approximate 
positio ns are a lso shown for different galaxy types : Sc, Sb, Sa, SO, fE, and sE 
(the latter two be ing fas t- and slow-rotating e llipticals). 
(A color version o f this figure is availab le in the o nline journa L) 
inte rmediate cases of Sa and SO galaxies. Here we will pursue 
this theme and advance a framework where every galaxy can 
be considered basically as a linear combination of a disk and a 
bulge, with each of these components fo llowing a characteris­
tic j.- M. scaling relation. In this ideali zed model , the j.- M. 
parame te r space maps uniquely to a space of M. and bulge 
fraction B I T. 
Figure 2 provides a schematic overview of this framework, 
showing decompositions of the Hubble sequence in j.- M. 
parame te r space. One of our goals in this paper will be to include 
observational results for Sa and SO galaxies in this diagram for 
the first time , to see if such systems fill in the gap (if any) between 
earlier and later types, and if bulges and disks are homologous 
enough to explain the j.- M. trends as primarily reflecting a 
B I T sequence. 
The j.- M. diagram does not simply provide a basic descrip­
tion of galaxies and their s ubcomponents, but also permits a 
novel approach to mode ling the evolution of galaxies which is 
comple me ntary to numerical simulations. As me ntioned previ­
ously, there are simple models for the formation ofdisk galaxies 
that relate their j. and M. values to the initial conditions of the ir 
host halos. More generally, any stage in the evolution ofa galaxy 
wi ll involve a vector of change in the j - M diagram that is not 
arbitrary, since in real physical processes, changes in j and M 
will be linked in characteristic ways. Therefore, the empirical 
offsets between the j.- M. sequences of different galaxy types, 
and of their subcomponents inc luding bulges, disks, and dark 
matte r halos, can reveal the evolutionary connections among 
them. 
We set out to explore the preceding questions and issues as 
follows. In Section 2 we present a methodology for careful 
estimation of j. in various types of galaxies and observations, 
with most of the details of its derivation given in Appendix A. 
Section 3 uses detai led models of a handful of real galaxies to 
examine a simplified procedure for j. estimation. Our updated 
analysis of the observed j. trends in a large sample of galaxies 
follows, with the observational ingredients and their inte r­
correlations described in Section 4, and the fu ll results presented 
in Section 5 including a definitive confirmation of the large offset 
between spirals and ellipticals. These empirical j. trends can 
be considered as fundamental, enduring tools for constraining 
theories of galaxy evolution. In Section 6 we go on to connect the 
observations to generalized theoretical predictions for angular 
momentum in a modern cosmological context. We summarize 
in Section 7 . 
In addition, Appendix A is an important part of thi s paper, 
providing an extended presentatio n of new conte nt re lating to 
the derivation of }. , which has been split off from the main 
text for the sake of readability. Appendices B- D provide data 
tables of j. and other properties ofobserved galaxies, along with 
detailed di scussion of the observations and data analysis for a 
subsample of these galaxies. 
The reader looking for immediate answers to the questions 
above may wish to skip ahead to the res ults of Section 5.2 and 
onward. 
2. BASIC FORMULAE: DISKS AND SPHEROIDS 
The foundation for this paper is a revised, general observa­
tional analysis of specific stellar angular momentum j. for bright 
galaxies in the nearby universe. T his quantity is most generally 
calculated by the fo llowing expression: 
(I ) 
where the subscript "t" denotes the "true" angular momentum 
in three-dimensional s pace, r and v(r ) are the position and 
mean-velocity vectors (with respect to the center of mass of 
the galaxy), and p(r ) is the three-dimensional density of the 
population under study (generally assumed to be stars in this 
project). 
For spiral galaxies, we approximate the density di stribution as 
an axisymmetric, infinitely thin disk with an exponential surface 
density profile. Also assuming a radially constant rotation curve, 
Equation ( 1) yields the simple expression 
(2) 
where vc is the intrinsic circular rotation velocity and Rct is 
the intrinsic exponential-disk scale length. These deprojected 
quantities are relatively easy to infer from observations be ­
cause it is straightforward to estimate di sk galaxy inclinations. 
Equation (2) is wide ly used in the literature (inc luding in F83), 
but we will demonstrate explicitly that it provides an excellent 
approximatio n to real galaxies whose rotation curves vary with 
radius. 
For more general cases including elliptical galaxies,4 there is 
no establis hed recipe equivalent to Equation (2). For multiple 
4 We use the term "spheroid" to mean a pressu re-dominated stellar syste m 
(which ma y a lso rotate). A " bulge" is the spheroidal component o f a spira l 
galaxy. An "elliptical" is a galaxy with only a spheroidal component, alt hough 
many galaxies commonly classified as e llipticals probably have em bedded 
disk-like components, similar to those in lenticulars but less obvio us. We 
consider jointly the ellipticals and lenticulars under t he general rubnc o f 
"early-type" galaxies. 
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F igure 3 . Fracti on of enclosed cu mulati ve quantities vs . cy lindrical galactocen ­
tr ic rad ius ( norm al ized by the effective rad ius Re) for mode l galaxies with an ex­
ponent ial p ro file (n = I d isk , top) and a de Vaucoule urs p rofi le (n = 4 spheroid , 
bottom). A con stant , cy lindrical rotation fi eld is assumed. The quantities are 
proj ected ste llar mass M. (dotted cu rve) , angular momentum J. (dashed), and 
specific angu lar momentum j. (solid). The latt er quantity is computed using the 
c umul at ive va lues o f both J. and M. within the rad iu s R. The vertical dashed 
line mark s I Re- To capture ha lfof j . , the observation s mu st extend to ~ IRe in 
a d isk galaxy, and to ~(4-5) Re in a spheroid . 
(A color version o f th is figure is ava ilable in the o nli ne j ou rna L) 
reaso ns, estimati ng }1 for these galax ies is much harder tha n 
for s pirals. Not onl y are their inclina tions and intrinsic shapes 
uncerta in, but also large-radius ro tation measure ments are both 
more di ffic ult and more critical. 
We illustrate the last point with some bas ic galaxy models. 
Adop ti ng the s imple assumptio n ofan axisymmetric system with 
cylindrical rotation that is constant with respect to the intrins ic 
radius R, we consider both a disk galaxy w ith a n exponenti al 
surface dens ity pr ofile, a nd an e lliptical galaxy with a sta ndard 
de Vaucouleurs ( 1948) R 1/ 4 profile . Altho ugh ellip ticals are in 
general triax ial systems, the axisymm etric model is suffic ientl y 
acc urate fo r our purposes. 
Fig ure 3 then s hows the cumulative distribu tion of ang ular 
momentum (both total a nd specific) w ith radius. For the disk 
galaxy, the specific angul ar mome ntu m reaches roughl y half of 
its total value at the effective radius Re th at encloses half of the 
stellar light. This im plies th at observatio nal estima tes of}1 w ill 
be relatively easy for disk galax ies. 
For the elli ptical galaxy on the other hand, the halfway mark 
for }1 is reac hed at 4. 5 Re. This is because e lli pticals contain a 
fairly large fractio n of their light in their o uter regions where 
the radius lever arm in r x v is large. T he implication is th at 
observatio ns of e llip tical galaxies need to extend to muc h larger 
radii than for spirals, in order to be confide nt of capturing the 
tota l j 1 • 
Typical stellar kine matics observations in 1983 extended 
to "'1 Re, and even today, o nly a small handful of galaxies 
have been observed kinematicall y o ut to "-'5 Re, which means 
the positio ns of the ellipticals in the original j.-M. diagram 
(Figu re I ) were highl y uncertain, and continue to be challenging 
to determine with surety. Fortu nately, after a great deal of 
experime ntatio n, which we will disc uss below, we find that 
there is a heuristic approach where observations around "-'2 Re 
can be used to estimate the total j 1 of ellipticals with reasonable 
acc uracy. 
Returning to a general framework for estimating }1 fro m 
observatio ns, there is not onl y the challe nge of extending the 
d ata to large radii, but a lso of hav ing onl y three of the s ix phase­
space quantities in Equation ( I ) accessible (i.e., the projec ted 
positions and line-of-sight veloc ity). Even the proj ection of j 1 on 
the sky involves unobservable velocity compone nts tangential to 
the line of s ight, and requires additio nal modeling ass umptions. 
To cope with these issues, we will model the observed ro­
tation and luminosity pro files of galaxies and convert these to 
} 1 estimates using approximate deprojection factors. A ltho ugh 
these factors are based o n highl y simplified models, the do mi­
nant so urce of uncertainty is sti ll the limited extent of the data 
to large radii . 
We derive in Ap pe ndi x A two alternative expressions for 
estimating }1 fro m observations, both of them based agai n on 
the sim plifying ass ump tio n of cylindrical rotation. The first 
ex pression s ta rts with a de ta iled calculatio n of a " projected" 
specific angula r momentum proxy that can be esti mated directly 
fro m observatio ns: 
. JVrot,p (X) l(x) x 2 dx 
} p = Jl(x) x dx · (3) 
Here v,01,p(x) is the observed profile of rotation ve loc ity alo ng 
the projected semimaj or ax is x, and l(x) is the surface de ns ity 
pro file, again along the semimaj or ax is. 
T he quantity }p is related to }1 thro ugh a "deprojectio n" 
factor C;: 
}t = C; }p- (4) 
T herefore, the problem of estimatin gj1 separates in to two parts: 
the calculation of}p fro m observations, and the fac tor C; whic h 
can be calibrated fro m theoretical models. 
As we describe in Appe nd ix A, this latter factor has some 
dependence on the detailed density-veloc ity structure of the 
galaxy, bu t is primarily a function of the inclination i relative 
to the line of s ight. For thin-d isk galax ies, it is simpl y C; = 
(s in i) - I. With spheroidal galaxies, there is an additio nal dilu tion 
effect that comes from the line-of-sigh t inte rsectin g the rotatio n 
fi e ld at no n-tangent points. In pr inciple, this effect is de pendent 
on the detailed s hape of the ro tation pro file, but we have found 
with sim plified test models that such variations can be neglected 
in practice. We also find that as lo ng as the major-axis radius x, 
ra ther than a circularized radius R, is used in Equation (3), the n 
C; is insensiti ve to galaxy flattening . 
A general approximatio n to C; as a function of incl inatio n is 
provided by Equatio n (A29). It is normall y d iffic ul t to determine 
i for s phe ro idal galax ies, and we w ill when needed ado pt 
inclination-averaged values. 
Equation (3) yields acc urate results that are comme ns urate 
with the quality of modern observatio ns, but involves numerical 
integratio n, a nd careful compilation ofl (x) and Vrot,p(x) profi les 
alo ng with extrapolation beyond the bounds of the da ta. 
We could in prin ciple s implify the problem further b y us ing 
para metric models for Vrot,p(x) and l(x ). Unfortu nately, the 
d iversity of observed rotation profi les (when no n-spira l galaxies 
are considered) defies parameterization. We can at least ado pt 
for the surface density the gene ral Sersic ( 1968) law whic h 
4 
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accurately represents a wide range of galaxy types: 
11L(x) ex: exp[-b11 (X/ae)
11 ], (5) 
where ae is the effective radius along the semimajor axis, and 
the s hape index n determines the steepness of the outer density 
profile (higher values are shallowe r: e.g., an exponential-disk 
profile has n = 1 and the de Yaucouleurs law for ellipticals has 
n = 4), while b11 is a numerical function of n (Equation (A27)) . 
We use this L(x) simplification in practice whe n deriving 
iP from a detailed Vro1,p(x) profile in expression (3). We also 
generally base our L(x) profiles on observations ofstellar surface 
brightness profiles / (x), assuming for simplic ity that there are 
no variations of stellar mass-to-light ratio with radius (e.g., due 
to dust). 
Our second method is a quick-and-dirty shortcut for estimat­
ing it , as needed to generate an initial overview of the trends 
for a large sample of galaxies. We simply calculate the fol­




where ]p means an approximation fo r i r, Vs is the observed 
rotation velocity at some arbitrary measurement location Xs, and 
11 "' 1- 5 is a numerical coefficient that depends on the Sersic 
index n of the galaxy (see Equation (A3 1 )). As in Equation ( 4), 
fr is multiplied by C; to provide a n approximate k Here the 
basic idea is that a galaxy can be represented by a characteristic 
observed rotation velocity scale Vs, a length scale ae , and a 
factor k11 that relates to the mome nt of inertia (discussed further 
below). 
The he uris tic approximation that we make here is to select 
Vs at Xs "' 2ae for all galaxies. We will show in the next 
sec tion that this c hoice allows us to esti mateip with an acc uracy 
of "'±0.1 dex, which is good enough to s tart making some 
inte resting inferences about trends in }t. 
For n = 4 spheroids, the expression equivale nt to Equation (2) 
for spirals is 
(7) 
k
for a median, unknown inclination (Equation (A32)). An im­
portant concept with the more general expression (6) is that 
11 inc reases s trongly with n; for fixed galaxy size a nd rotation 
velocity, a more extended luminosity profile implies a higher 
ip owing to the large fraction of mass residing at large radii. 
This also means that a spheroidal (n "' 4) galaxy with the same 
observed rotation Vs and size ae as a s piral has a larger s pecific 
ang ular mome ntum. Late-type and early-type galax ies near the 
L* characteristic luminosity do have similar sizes for the same 
stellar mass (e.g., Shen eta!. 2003). Therefore, we can already 
make the basic prediction that ifiP at a fixed mass is indepen­
dent of morphology, then the early types s hould have Vs values 
re la tive to late types of "-'k1/ k4 , i.e., lower by a factor of "'2. 
The i. formali sm that we have outlined here represents a 
modest extensio n of the simpler methods in F83 . The improve­
ments introduced here include allowance for a range of lumi­
nosity profiles (not only n = I and n = 4), a nd better treatment 
of e lliptical galaxies where rotation at large radii is critically 
important. It a lso becomes more straightforward to understand 
the interpl ay between observations and uncertainties in the i· 
estimates, as explored in the next section. 
3. OBSERVATIONS: ANALYSIS METHODS 
Before we move on to i.-M. analyses of a large sample 
of galaxies, we examine a small sample in more detail. The 
goals here are to illus trate the nature of the available data, 
to demonstrate that the simplifi ed Equations (2) and (6) are 
good approximations to a full treatment with Equation (3) , 
and to understand some systematic effects in the i. and M . 
determinations. 
Because thi s paper is concerned with the angula r momentum 
bound up in the s tellar components of galax ies, the preferred 
kine matic tracer comes from integrated-light absorption-line 
spectroscopy. In many cases, such data do not extend to large 
enough radii, so we make use of additional tracers as proxies 
for the field stars: cold and warm gas, planetary nebulae (PNe), 
and metal-rich globular clusters (GCs). 
We consider disk- and bulge-do minated galaxies in 
Sections 3. 1 and 3.2, respectively. We evaluate our simplified 
] p estimate (6) in Section 3 .3, describe our mass estimates 
in Section 3.4, and then consider systematic uncertainties in 
Section 3.5 . 
3.1. Disk-dominated Galaxies 
The most straightforward galaxies for estimating angular 
momentum are the gas-rich spirals, since the stellar rotatio n 
profile, which cannot always be measured directly, follows the 
gas rotation profile to a good approximation. Also, the observed 
rotation can easily be corrected for projection effects in order 
to recover the intrinsic value (see Appendix A.2) . The detailed 
analysis below is overkill for these galaxies, whose it can be 
readily estimated through Equation (2), but we wis h to illus trate 
how our more general treatment works for them, before moving 
on to the spheroids. 
We consider two real galaxies: NGC 3054 and NGC 3200, 
which are well-studied disk-dominated s pirals from the 
cl assic optical rotation curve analyses of Rubin et a!. (1 982). 
These cases are chosen to bracket the typical range of inner 
rotation profile s hapes for spirals (slowly and rapidly rising, 
respectively). 
We take the long-slit major-axis ionized-gas kinematics 
data from Pizzella et a!. (2004), shown in Fig ure 4 after a 
modest amount of re -binning. These rotation profiles have 
high-frequency bumps and wiggles that are presuma bly caused 
by local perturbations s uch as spiral arms. Fortunately, these 
features tend to average out when calcula ting a cumulative i a nd 
are not important in this context. 
To calc ulate the projected spec ific angular momentumip, we 
carry out a piecewise integration of Equation (3), using the 
major-axis rotation-velocity data Vrot,p(x) up to "'2ae, along 
with simple power-law extrapolations at larger radii, as shown 
in Figure 4 . For L(x ), we use an expone ntial model (n = 1 in 
Equation (5)), with the disk scale lengths Rct taken fro m r-band 
photometry as we will discuss in the next section. Note that 
ae = 1.68 Rct for a pure exponential disk. 
The resulting cumul ative ip(:s:; x) profiles with radius for these 
galaxies are s hown in Figure 5. Here it would be trivial to convert 
ip(:s:; x) immediately to it(:s:; R) using the known inclina tions 
of these galaxies, but our general strategy is to focu s firs t on 
the direct modeling of the observations for all galaxies, a nd 
later apply the deprojection factors C;, which involve different 
systematics. 
It can be seen that i p hardly c hanges outside "'3ae, and that 
the large-radius extrapolations make very little difference: the 
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Figure 4 . Observed rotation-ve loc ity profi les of two spiral galaxies (NGC 3054 
and NGC 3200) vs. sem imajor-ax is radius (renormali zed by the effec tive rad ius). 
Each galaxy is labeled with its Hubble type. The data are ionized-gas ve locities 
from Pizzella et a l. (2004 ). The solid cu rves with shaded regions show power­
law fi ts (w ith uncertainti es) used to ext rapolate the rotatio n velocity to larger 
radii . See the ma in text and Ap pendices A and B for furt her details. Dotted 
horizonta l l ines show the cha racteristic rotati o n ve locity Vs for eac h galaxy; 
the approx im ate intersectio n w ith t he correspo nding rotati on-velocity profi le is 
marked w ith a$ symbol and defi nes the radiu s Xs (see Section 3.3). 
(A color version of this figu re is ava ilable in the online journa l.) 
regio ns outside ~2-2.5ae (~3-4 Rd) contain only ~8%- 1 5% of 
the total luminosity, a nd contribute only~ 15%-25% ofthe total 
ip (ha lf of ip is e nclosed within ~1.2ae ~ 2 Rd; Figure 3). Give n 
reasonable extrapolations of the data, the tota l ip for these two 
galaxies, using our basic modeling assumptio ns, is constraine d 
to ~5% (~0. 02 dex). 
Thus the kinematics is not a major source of uncertainty for 
it estimation in disk-domina te d galaxies. Additio na l compli ca­
tions that we have not considered here are dev iations o f the dis k 
surface density profile from a simple constant mass-to-light ra­
tio exponentia l model, and inclusion of a bulge (to be discussed 
later) . We will examine more general syste ma tic uncerta inties 
in Section 3.5 . 
3.2. Bulge-dominated Galaxies 
We no w turn to the novel compo nent of this paper, which 
is the ca reful treatment of it in early-type, bulge-domina ted 
galax ies. Figure 3 demonstrated that traditional o bservations 
within Iae prov ide little assurance about the total angular 
mo mentum content of these syste ms, while even c urrent c utting­
e dge o bservations out to ~5ae might in pri nciple no t be 
ade quate. 
Here we analyze a sample of e ight real galaxies in detail 
in o rder to characterize the accuracy of it estimations. Seven 
o f these ga laxies were chosen because of the availabi lity of 
hig h-qua lity extended kinematic da ta using integrated ste llar­
light s pectroscopy from two rece nt papers (Coccato et al. 
2009 ; Procto r et al. 2009). Both papers represent the first 
ins ta llme nts of systema tic surveys of early-type galax ies in 
the local uni verse, and there is no obvious selectio n bias for 
0. 1 10 
x/a. 
Figure 5. C umulative projected spec ific angular momentum, j p( < x), of 
several nearby galaxies as a function of semimajor-axis rad ius (with log axes), 
based on modeling of kinematic observations. Solid curves show the best-fi t 
models, w ith shaded reg ions ill ustrating the uncerta inties (including those due 
to extrapolatio ns at large radii). See Table 3 for the d istances and ae values 
adopted. For most o f the galax ies,jp has nearly reached its asymptotic value by 
X~ 5ac. 
(A color version o f th is figure is ava ilable in the online j ournal.) 
the seven galax ies. Five o f the m a re "ordinary" near-L * early 
types with central "fast-rotator" ki nematics as is typical for such 
galax ies (Korme ndy & Bender 1996; Emsellem et at. 20 II). The 
other two (NGC 1407 and NGC 4374 = M84) are examples of 
round, bright "slow rotators" that are common in high-density 
environments (Cappellari et al. 20 I I b). 
Five of these galax ies also have PN or GC ki nematics data 
avai lable (Coccato et al. 2009; Romanowsky et al. 2009), which 
we incorporate into our ana lys is in order to extend the range 
of galactocentric radii probed. We include an e ighth galaxy 
in our sample, NGC 5128 (Cen A), because it has the most 
exte nded (PN) kinematics data of any e arly-type galaxy in the 
literature (Pe ng et al. 2004). It may a lso be the remnant of 
a recent major merger (e.g., Bekki & Peng 2006), which as 
discussed in Sectio n I is expected to generally transfer angular 
momentum into the outer regions. Analysis of this gala xy 
thus provides a golden o pportu nity to search fo r the " missing" 
ang ular mo mentum , a nd to see if any cleari 1 di ffere nce emerges 
with respect to the other galax ies in the sample. 
The use of PNe and GCs to provide prox ies for stellar 
kine matics may seem risky, give n the considerable uncertainties 
that remain about the parent stellar populations of these tracers. 
However, in most galax ies studied to date, both the density and 
kine matical profi les o f PN and metal-rich GC systems have been 
found to correspond well to those o f the fu ll stellar populatio n 
in the regions of overlap (e.g., Coccato et al . 2009; McNeil et al. 
2010; Das et al. 20 II ; McNe il-M oy lan et a l. 20 12; Cortesi 201 2 ; 
Pota et al. 20 12). We have a lso verified that this is generally the 
case for the galaxies in o ur sample. 
Further deta ils of the observations as well as of the kine­
matical modeling are provided in Appendix B, along with the 
resulting rotation and angula r momentum pro fi les. It s ho uld be 
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F igure 6. Rotation -veloc ity profiles for e ight early-ty pe galaxies . See Fi gure 4 for further detail s, including an explanation of the shaded uncertainty reg ion s. For ease 
of inter-comparison s, the vert ica l axis of each pane l ha s been scaled according to the veloc ity dispersion o f the galaxy at 2ae, w h ich is marked in each pane l b y a * 
sy mbol. Note the dashed lines at zero rotation veloc ity in so me cases. The galaxies show a diversity of rotation-velocity trend s with radius. 
(A co lor vers ion o f this figure is available in the o nline journal.) 
e mphasized that the careful , homogeneous construction of these 
profiles is laborious, which is why the current sample ofgalaxies 
that we consider in detail is relatively s mall. 
The rotation-velocity profiles of these e ight galaxies are 
summari zed in Figure 6. Unlike the spirals (Figure 4 ), the 
early types show great diversity in the characteristic shapes 
of the ir profiles. Some are fairly constant with radius, others 
plummet rapidly from a central high value, and one continues 
increasing to the limits of the data. This diversity is not simpl y 
a matter of inclination, as can be seen by the divergent cases 
of NGC 821 and NGC 2768, which are both highly fl attened 
and probably close to edge-on. We thus find that the central 
rotation properties of early-type galaxies cannot be used to 
re liably estimate the total angular momentum content, and there 
is probably no simple function that universally characterizes 
their full rotation-velocity profiles . 
As with the spirals, we fit power laws to the outer regions 
of the rotation data in order to extrapolate to larger radii (see 
Appendix B for further details) . We then use Equation (3) 
to calculate profiles of cumulative }p with radius, which we 
plot in Figure 5 . Even though the data do not reach the total 
asymptotic va lue for }p, the requirement of a s mooth power-law 
extrapolation for the rotation-veloc ity profile does in mos t cases 
strongl y limit the total }p, which is typically determined at the 
± 15% level (±0.06 dex). The radius enclosing half of the total 
}p varies from galaxy to galaxy depending on the s hape of its 
rotation-velocity profile: 0.7- 3ae (for the two spirals, it is 1a.). 
The exceptions to these finding s are the two bright, round 
ellipticals NGC 1407 and NGC 4374. Figure 5 shows that 
much of the angular momentum in these galaxies is found at 
very large radii (half of}p within 9ae and 4a. , respectively), as 
expected from their fairly high Sersic indices of n "'"' 4-8 (the 
ordinary early types haven"'"' 2-4). However, beyond the us ual 
uncertainties introduced by extrapolating the rotation velocity, 
there are a couple of other practical considerations. 
One issue is that although these particular galaxies have 
re latively well-studied s urface brightness profiles, many such 
massive e lli pticals do not, with their n and ae values poorly 
known. This situation produces "double j eopardy" for angu­
lar momentum estimation, since both the luminosity and the 
rotation-velocity profiles at very large radii are important yet 
poorly constrained . 
The other issue demonstrated with NGC 4374 is that its 
cumulative}p has not yet converged at the (estimated total) vi rial 
radius of "-' 35a., so it is not c lear how its angular momentum 
should even be defined. This class of high-n galax ies is clearl y 
problematic, and we will consider any }1 results on them to be 
tentative for now. 
Figure 5 also reveals a first glimpse of the bas ic result of 
this paper. For most of the early types in the sample , there is 
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Figure 7. Comparison o f a simple projected spec ific angular momentum 
estimate (]p; Equation (6)) with the more accurate va lue ()p). Results are shown 
for 10 different galaxies, each with a cho ice of th ree reference radii: x5 / ae = 
I (red crosses), 2 (green fill ed circles), and 3 (purple open circles). Some o f 
the points are g iven a 0.02 dex horizontal offset for visibility. The dashed and 
dotted lines mark t he one-to-one relation with a ±0. 1 dex scatter. T he optimal 
choice here for x5 is 2a• . 
(A color version o f this figure is available in the onli ne jou rnal. ) 
relatively little angular momentum hidden beyond ""'1- 2a0 , and 
their total values of}p are lower than those of the spirals. We 
will make more detailed comparisons later in this paper. 
3.3. Simple J I M Approximations 
We now arrive at a question that is critical for the wider survey 
of angular momentum in the rest of this paper: how acc urate is 
the simplified Equation (6)? As a reminder, this ] p-estimator 
would replace the detailed calculations based on Equation (3) 
that we have carried out in the preceding subsections, but which 
are time consuming to carry out for a larger sample of galaxies, 
and are not even possible for cases without very extended 
kinematic data. 
In Appendix A, we have motivated the construction of 
Equation (6) via toy models of galaxies, and calculated the 
corresponding coefficient k11 • We will now apply this formula 
to the set of I 0 real galaxies just discussed (both late and early 
types), and find an optimum radiallocationx5 for measuring the 
characteristic rotation velocity v , . 
For eac h galaxy, it is straightforward to find the constant value 
of v5 which when substituted in Equation (3) yields the same}p as 
with the nearly constant rotation-velocity profi le. These results 
are listed in Table 3 and shown in Figures 4 and 6, where the 
intersection of v_, with the rotation-velocity profile determines 
the characteristic measure ment radius x_, . As an example, for 
NGC 821, it is clear that X s ""' 2a0 • For NGC 4494 on the other 
hand, a broad range of choices for Xs would work, owing to its 
nearly constant rotation-velocity profile. 
Considering this issue in more detail, we calculate ]p using 
Equation (6) with an arbitrary choice for Xs (which in tum 
determines a guess for v5 from the observed rotation velocity 
0 2 4 6 
xs/a. 
Figure 8. Logarith mic ratio between simple e stimates of projected specific 
angular momentum (Equation (6)) and more accu rate va lues (Equation (3)) vs. 
the rotation-measurement radius x_, in un its o f the effective radius. Each point 
indicates a sample ratio for an individual galaxy, with error bars indicating the 
kinematics-driven uncertaint ies in tota l )p from the detailed mode ls . Results 
are plotted for 10 galaxies: two spirals (orange profiles with open circles), six 
ord inary early types (blue pro file s with filled circles), and two g iant e lliptica ls 
(red profiles with filled squares). As in Fig ure 7 , X s ~ 2ae p rovides a good 
measurement location, re sult ing in minima l scatter and bias for the angular 
momentum estimates. 
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.) 
at this radius). The results for x d ae = (1 , 2 , 3) are shown in 
Figure 7, plotted against}p calculated in full from Equation (3) . 
It can be seen that X s Ia0 = 2 provides a reasonably good match 
between fr and}p for all of the galaxies in this sample. The other 
radius choices fare worse, owing to galaxies like NGC 82 1 that 
have rotation-veloc ity profiles with a distinct transition between 
the inner and outer regions near 2a0 , and thus v5 measurement 
elsewhere would be biased. 
Now to home in more finely on a choice for x_, in Figure 8 
we present the ratio of estimated and "correct" }p, as a function 
of the chosen x5 , for each galaxy. Some of the galaxies permit 
a broad range of choices for x5 , while others do not. Especially 
noteworthy again are the galaxies like NGC 82 1 and NGC 3377 
which have sharp drops in their rotation-velocity profiles, so 
v_, measured at small radii would overestimate }p by factors 
of "'2- 3. 
We do not find a strong correlation between n and optimal 
x_, as expected from the simple models we constructed in 
Appendix A.4 ; the dominant effect on x_, with the real galaxy 
sample is the scatter in the shapes of the rotation-velocity 
profiles. Future detailed analyses of a larger sample of galaxies 
may reveal systematic trends with n that motivate improved }p 
estimation methods, but for now we stick with our simple ]p 
approach. 
Because the real galaxies so far do not show strongly rising 
outer rotation-velocity profiles, and if anything the reverse, 
x_, ""' 2ae appears to be a good overall choice for the rotation­
velocity measurement radius. This minimizes the galaxy-to­
galaxy scatter in the ] p approximation ( "'±0. 1dex) and appears 
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to produce little systematic bias ( < ""0.1 dex). Suc h "errors" 
are comparable to the uncertai nties from carrying out the full 
}p calculations, and are therefore acceptable for our purposes in 
this paper. 
One caveat he re is that this sampl e of galax ies is s till s mall , 
and we cannot yet be sur e of the universal validity of our 
approximation, e.g ., for the larger sa mple of galax ies that we 
will s tudy in the remainder of this paper. However, we will 
show th at there is no apparent systematic bias, i.e. , the overall 
scientific conclusions are consistent with the s ubset of detailed 
}p profiles . 
3.4. Stellar Mass Estimates 
So far we have focused on estimating }., but the other key 
component in constructing the }.-M. diagram is of course the 
stellar mass M •. Assuming that we have a well-determined 
surface brightness profile I (x) or total luminosity, we then need 
to know the stellar mass-to-light ratio 1 •. We also assume thatI. 
is constant throughout each galaxy, which means that its value 
is not relevant in our}. calculations (only in M. calculations) . 
Estimating 1. in galax ies is a classic and not fully resolved 
problem. One standard approach is to use theoretical models 
for stellar populations in combination with observations of 
the stellar light (e.g. , broadband colors or spectroscopic line 
indices). Although there are well-known degeneracies between 
the ages and metallicities inferred for the s tars, fortunate ly I. 
can be es timated with more certainty (e.g., Tortora et a!. 2009), 
modulo the initial mass function (IMF) ofthe stellar populations. 
In this paper, our default assumption will be that all galaxies 
have the sa me value of I. in the near-infrared (NIR) K band. 
This band is only mildl y affected by inte rnal and foreground 
extinction, is thought to be re latively insensiti ve to variations in 
stellar populations, and has uniform photometry available from 
the Two Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS) survey (Skrutskie 
eta!. 2006). We adopt a value of I.,K = 1.0 based on both 
stellar populations modeling and d ynamical analysis (Bell eta!. 
2003 ; Williams eta!. 2009, Figure 9). According to these studies, 
Y. ,K varies only weakly among galaxies of different types (and 
colors) . 
This near-universality of Y.,K is a convenient, simplifying 
assumption. However, jus t as this paper was be ing completed, 
we became aware of a growing consensus for larger variations 
in I.,K among galaxies with different star formation histories 
(e.g. , Bell & de l ong 200 1; Mouhcine & Lanc,:on 2003 ; Vazquez 
& Leitherer 2005 ; Maras ton 2005 ; Zibetti eta!. 2009 ; Bershad y 
et a!. 20 II ; Westfall et a!. 20 II ; Portinari & Into 20 II ). Our 
review of the recent literature suggests a most like ly systematic 
variation in I.,K of a factor of "-'2.5-3.5 ( "-'0.4-0.55 dex) 
between the bluest s pirals and reddest elli pticals in our sample. 
We have not revised our analyses to re fl ec t such variations in 
Y., but we have included some briefcomments on their expected 
impact throughout the paper. Fortunately our conclusions are 
not qualitatively changed, although there are so me potential 
effects on the quantitative res ults. We note also that current 
stellar population models may not be definiti ve, as there are 
still substantial uncertainties associated with several factors , 
such as metallicity, star formation hi stories, du st extinction, and 
the thermally pulsing asymptotic giant branch phase. In this 
context, one may view the true situation as bracketed by our 
default uniform 1. value and by a factor of "-'3 variation in 1 •. 
The IMF is another potential wrinkle in this analysis. It affects 
the overall normalization of I. via the mass contribu tions of 
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Figure 9. Cumulative p rojected specifi c angular momentu m of nearby galaxies 
(as in Figu re 5), now plotted vs . cu mulative p rojected ste llar mass. T he curves 
are solid w here con strained by the data , and dotted for extrapo lation s. Circles 
show interva ls o f l ae up to 4ae. Error bars at the end of the NGC 3054 curve 
illu strate the effects of systematic u ncertai nties (see th e text for details) : diagonal 
for the distance, vert ical for scale length , and hori zontal for r .. Diagonal dash ed 
lines show tracks of }p ex M?;13 , w hich represent constant ha lo sp in. 
(A color version of thi s figure is ava ilable in the online journal.) 
observationally difficult to tall y. If all galax ies have the same 
IMF, the n our analyses of the relative differences between 
galax ies in the }.-M. plane will be secure . There are a lso recent, 
indi rect claims for possible galaxy-to-galaxy IMF var iations 
(e.g. , Dave 2008 ; Treu e t a!. 20 I 0 ; Tortora et a!. 20 I 0 ; va n 
Dokkum & Conroy 20 II ; Dutton et a!. 20 12; Ferreras et a!. 
20 12; Smith eta!. 2012). However, even in this case we do not 
expect a major impact on our conclusions. 
As an example, the recent analysis of Cappellari et a!. (20 12) 
implies that strong IMF variations tend to occur in only the mos t 
massive, and relatively rare, early-type galaxies, whic h would 
have log (M./ M 0 ) .2': 11. 3 in our plots (based on a standard 
IMF midway between Kroupa 200 1 and Salpeter 1955). Suc h 
galax ies might have masses large r than our estimates by factors 
of ""2, but given the relatively small numbers of such galaxies 
and the weak constraints on their }. values, they will have little 
effect on our estimated }.-M. trends. 
Our calculations of M. also require es timates oftotalluminos­
ity, LK. However, we do not simply adopt the total magnitudes 
provided by the 2MASS archive. These values are not reliable 
for early-type galax ies (e.g., Noordermeer & Yerheijen 2007; 
Devereux e t a!. 2009 ; Williams eta!. 2009 ; Schombert 20 11 ), 
particularl y the variety with extended high-n envelopes, where 
the 2MASS values could be too faint by as much as I mag. 
Instead, we construct our own "aperture corrections." We 
adopt the 2MASS magnitudes within the 20th mag isophote, 
K20 , and use the best available optical photometry for eac h 
galaxy a long with a Sersic model fit to estimate the fraction of 
the galaxy light residing beyond K 20. 
This procedu re neglects any bandpass dependence in the 
light profiles I (x ), which are often more radially ex tended in 
blue r bands (e.g., de Vaucou leurs 196 1; Peletier e t a!. 1990; 
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Roediger et a!. 2011). Such differe nces imply Y. variations 
with radius (Tortora et a!. 20 II ), which is a reminder of the 
limitations ofour constant-Y. approximation. Given our reliance 
on optical profiles I (x) to derive I:(x) a nd estimate }p, as in 
Equation (3), for consistency we do need to use the optical 
data to extrapolate the K-band photometry in estimating M • . 
However, the scale lengths a0 of the s te llar mass distributions are 
probably smaller on average than the a0 values that we use based 
on optical luminosity distributions, leading us to overestimate 
both}p and M •. Improvement on this point could be made in the 
future by analysis of deep J(x) data at NIR waveleng ths. NIR 
spectroscopy would the n also be needed for full consis te ncy of 
both }p and M . estimates (e.g. , S ilge & Gebhardt 2003; S ilva 
eta!. 2008; Yanderbeke eta!. 2011 ). 
3.5. The }.- M . Diagram 
Here we foc us on the j.-M. plane, our ultimate destination 
in this paper, but for now considering the projec ted s pecific 
angular mo mentum }p rather than the true }1 in order to isolate 
various effects that are disjoint fro m incl ination uncertainties. 
Fig ure 9 shows our detailed galaxy sample where cumulative 
}p( < R) = lp( < R)/ M.(< R) is plotted not as a function of 
radius (as in Figure 5) but ofenclosedp roj ected stellar mass, M • . 
For reference, we show dashed lines correspondi ng to }p ex 
M:, with a = 2/ 3. This value fo r a is motivated by previo us 
observations (Sectio n I), and by theoretical predic tions for 
} 1- M ., given constant values of an initial halo spin parameter A, 
as we will see in Section 6.1. We are most concerned with 
the locations of galaxies relative to these tracks, and with 
any syste matic effects that could shi ft the data in a direction 
perpendicular to them. 
The shaded regions of the c urves in Figure 9 indicate the 
uncer tainties d ue to the kine matic data, includi ng the extrapo­
lations to large radii. For most of the galaxies, the asymptotic 
positi on in the }p-M• diagram is relatively well determined . 
T he main exceptions are NGC 1407 a nd NGC 4 374 , which as 
discussed before are extended giant ellipticals whose total }p is 
very difficult to determine . The early-type galaxy NGC 2768 is 
also a concern even though the formal}p uncerta inties a re s mall , 
since there are large contributions to the total }p estima te fro m 
the region of extrapolation. 
An offset in total }p between the late types and most of the 
early types as in Figure 5 is also apparent in Figure 9 . However, 
the mass dime nsion brings the relative positio ns into sharper 
foc us. For example, NGC 4374 and NGC 51 28 have similar }p 
values to NGC 3054, but also have larger stellar masses, which 
means that their inferred halo spins will be lower (considering 
di stances perpendic ular to the dashed tracks). 
We next consider some systematic uncerta inties that appl y 
even if the rotation-velocity profiles are perfec tly measured. 
First, there is a typical distance uncertainty of "'10% . This 
affects }p linearly and M . quadratically, moving the position of 
the data by a very s mall a mo unt nearly parallel to the A tracks 
(see sample error bars marked for NGC 3054 in the fi gure). 
Next we consider an uncertainty of "'30% ( "-'0 .11 dex) in the 
scale le ngths a0 , which translates into a similar uncertainty in}p 
(see Equation (2)).5 Also, in some cases the surface brightness 
profile is well constrained and the assoc iated }p uncertainty is 
very small (e.g., "-'5% or "-'0.02 dex in the case of the n "' 3 
e lliptical NGC 4494). 
In practice, the ae uncerta inty is corre lated with an uncertainty in the ga laxy 
luminos ity and thus in M. , but this is a relatively weak effect. 
Finally, there is the stellar mass-to-light ratio Y ., which as 
di sc ussed in Section 3.4 may be uncertain by a fac to r of up 
to "'3 ("'0.5 dex), and which would affec t M. by the same 
amount. For spiral galaxies in particular, this is probably the 
dominant uncertainty in their inferred A values, as we will see 
in Sectio n 4.2. For the early types, the inclinatio n is generally 
unknown and may be a significant source of uncertainty fo r 
estimating}~> even when }p is well constrained. We will return 
to this theme in Section 5.1. 
4. OBSERVATIONS: SCALING REL ATIONS AND 
DERIVATIONS OF J / M FOR T HE FU LL SAMPLE 
Having carried o ut detailed a nalyses of }. for a handful of 
galaxies in the previous section, we now derive }. for a muc h 
larger galaxy sample, using simpler methods. Besides these 
derivations, in this section we also examine some basic scaling 
re la tio ns for galaxies, in order to understand the observationa l 
underpinnings of the j.- M . results in the next section, and to 
veri fy tha t our results are consis tent with some well -known 
properties of galaxies. We also introduce a novel, genera lized 
versio n of the Tully-Fis her relation for galaxies of all types. 
Those who are keen to get straight to the ang ular mo mentum 
results may wis h to skip to Section 5 .2. 
In order to populate the observational j.- M . di agra m, we 
will use the JP approximation of Equa tio n (6) which we have 
fo und to be generally accurate at the "-'0. 1 dex ( "-'25%) level. 
T he basic parameters that we then need for all of the galax ies 
are the total s tellar mass (M.) and its scale length (Rct or a0 ), the 
Sersic index n, and the characteris tic rotatio n velocity v_, . 
The distances to the galaxies are estimated fro m redshifts 
and surface brightness fluctua tions. As di scussed in Section 3.4, 
M. is derived fro m aperture-corrected 2 MASS magnitudes mK, 
assuming Y. ,K = 1.0. 
The other parameters are derived differently for the late­
type and early-type samples, as we will discuss in Sectio ns 4. 1 
and 4.2, respectively. Section 4 .3 brings the data together in a n 
examination of basic scaling relations, before proceeding to the 
fina l }.-M . analyses of Section 5. 
4. 1. Late Types 
Because spiral galaxies are dominated by their disk com­
ponents, whose photometric a nd kinematic properties are rela­
tively straightforward to measure, past s tudies of their angular 
momenta have generally treated them as pure di sks, e .g., using 
Equation (2) to calcul ate ft. However, this approximation may 
be inadequate for the spirals with relatively large bulges (Sa and 
some Sb), and it is one of the goals of this paper to consider 
these components. 
With Equa tion (6) in mind, we could use values fo r the pa­
ra meters n, a0 , a nd Vs that characterize the composite bulge-disk 
systems (e.g., with an overall n somewhat larger than 1). How­
ever, the required stellar photometry and kinematic data are not 
available for a large sample of galaxies. Instead, we analyze disk 
and bulge components separate ly, make some simple assump­
tio ns for the bulges to compe nsate for the missing data, and the n 
combine the disks and bulges into glo ba l }. analyses. 
We foc us on the classic s piral galaxy data set assembled by 
Ke nt ( 1986, 1987, 1988), comprising 64 galaxies from type 
Sa to S m, at distances ranging fro m 1 to 100 Mpc. These 
data incl ude r-band CCD photometry alo ng with bulge-disk 
decompositions, and inclination-corrected gas-di sk rotatio n 
curves fro m both optical emission lines (e.g., Rubin et a!. 
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1980, 1982, 1985) and H 1 radio emi ssio n (b ased on various 
so urces in the literature). Most of Kent's sampl e comes fro m 
the Rubin e t al. surveys, whi ch selected for s piral galaxies with 
high inclinatio ns, spanning a wide range of luminosities: sca le 
lengths, and Hubble types, and without strong bars. Despite ad­
va nces in observational resources in the intervening decades, we 
know of no comparable, publicly available sample that includes 
both rotation curves and photometry with detailed bul ge-disk 
decompositions for a wide range of disk galaxy types. 
We estimate the disk and bulge scale le ngths (Rct and ae,b) 
by mode ling the non-parametric Kent decompositions with 
simple exponential and de Vauc ouleurs profiles (n = I and 
n = 4, respec tively) . Our models thereby treat a ll bulges as 
"classical," with n "" 4, neglecting some variations in their 
detailed properties, s uch as the n "" 1- 2 indices of "pseudo" 
bulges (Korm endy & Kennicutt 2004). The latter bulges tend 
to be much less massive, and make only minor contributions to 
the total }. for spirals, which is insensitive to the details of the 
adopted bulge de nsity and r otation profi les.6 
For 34 of these sampl e galax ies (ty pe Sb to Sc) , independent 
decompositions were carried out on the same data set by 
Andredakis & Sanders ( 1994) , using parametric fits to the raw 
surface brightness profiles . Our Rct values agree with theirs at 
the ""10% level, while the bulge results are highl y variable , 
both between our anal yses a nd theirs, and between different 
mode l fi ts by these authors. Most of these galaxies are very disk 
dominated (B I T :S 0.1), so it is not surprising that the bulge 
parameters would be very uncertain. Fortunately the bulges in 
such cases tum out to be only very minor contributors to the total 
j. of their ho st galax ies. Other parameters and their so urces are 
listed in Table 4 . 
For v, of the stellar di sk components of these galax ies, we 
ass ume th at they rotate with the same ve loc ities as their gas 
di sks. We derive Vc based on the rotation curves over the range 
(2-3) Rct, re-projecting thi s intrinsic value to the observed Vs 
according to the inclinatio n (v, = Vc sin i ). 
The final and most challe nging parameter to estimate is the 
characteris tic rotation velocity v5 forthe bulges. Direct es timates 
of bulge rotation-velocity profiles over a large range in radius 
require ex tensive spectroscopic data combined with caref~l 
bulge-di sk kinematic decomposition. As far as we know, th1s 
has only been done for one spiral galaxy to date (Dorm an et al. 
20 12). Thus we are much worse off with estimati ng}. for spiral 
bulges th an for early-type galax ies, and must make even stronger 
simplifying assumptio ns than in the original F83 analys is of 
e llipticals. Fortunately, because the spirals are disk dominated, 
we wi ll find that their total }. estimates are only mildly sensiti ve 
to the assumptions about bulge kinematics. 
Our strategy for the bulge v, values is to estimate these 
indirectly, based on other observables: the e llipticity E = 1 - q 
and the central velocity di spersion a 0 . These three parameters 
may be related toge the r throug h the fo llowing model: 
(8) 
where (v i a)* is a parameter describing the re lative dynamical 
importance of rotation and pressure . In an edge-o n galaxy, 
(v1a)* ~ I represents an oblate isotropic system where the 
More extensive observation s and modeling in the futu re could be used to 
establi sh th e j . - M. trend s fo r morphologically different bulges, and thereby 
provide p hys ica lly based information as to whether or not there are genumely 
distinct sub -types. 
0.8 
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F igure 10. Re lation between bu lge rotation velocity and velocity dispersion as 
a fu nction of e lliptic ity. The points show data for 26 spira l galaxies from the 
lit erature , with symbo l shap es and colors corresponding to different Hubble 
type s as in the legend . T he cu rves show Equation (8) with (vja)* = I 
and (vja)* = 0 .7 for the dott ed and solid curves, respectively. We adopt 
(vja)* = 0 .7 as our default mode l. 
(A color version of thi s figu re is ava ilable in the onli ne j ou rnal.) 
observed ellipticity is supported by rotation, and this mode l also 
turns out to work well at other inclinations (Korm endy 1982). 
The stand ard lore is th at s piral bulges and low-luminosity 
ellipticals are near oblate isotropic , with typical (v i a)* "" 0.9 
(Kormendy & lllingworth 1982; Davies et al. 1983 ; Binney 
& Merrifi eld 1998 ; Binney & Tremaine 2008). However, 
some concerns about these conclu sions were raised early on 
(Whitmore et al. 1984 ; Fillmore et al. 1986) and modern 
integral-field analysis of early types has revealed that their ro­
tation velocities tend to be significantly lower than in the oblate 
isotropic model (Cappellari e t al. 2007; Emsellem et al. 20 II ). 
The rotation of s piral bulges, on the other hand, has not seen 
systematic investigation in decades (so me new work has just 
appeared in Fabricius et al. 20 12) , and here we attempt only a 
quick look at the implications ofrecent papers that have reported 
bulge kinematics for a handful of cases. 
We take resul ts on (vi a) and E from Laurikainen et al. (2007), 
Morelli et al. (2008), and M acArthur et al. (2009), and plot 
them in Figure 10. We see that the oblate isotropic model is 
not a o-ood representation of mos t of the data, nor is any other 
simp); value of (vi a)* . However, in order to have a simplified 
framework for bulge rotation, we characterize this data set as 
having (v i a)*= 0.7 ± 0.4 (median and 68% scatter). 
We therefore adopt the following procedure for estimating 
bulge}•. We use the observational values forE and ao, and ~en 
estimate v, using Equation (8) with (v i a)* = 0.7 representmg 
a typical value for bulge s. We test the impact of the latter 
ass umption on the results by also using (v I a)* = 0.3 and 1.1 
to bracket the possible range of average bulge rotation. We 
thereby explore the systematic uncertainty in bulge rotation but 
not the intrinsic scatter, keeping in mind also that this bulge 
mode l is based on the central regio ns and does not account for 
the uncertainties in extrapolating the rotatio n to large radii , as 
discussed in de tail for the early-type galaxies. 
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The E values are taken from the Kent deri vations. We take 
the a 0 measu rements in most cases from HyperLeda (Paturel 
eta!. 2003), and also from Corsini et a!. (1999) and Pizzella 
eta!. (2004). For some of the later-type galaxies, there are no 
a 0 measurements available, and for these we use an empiric al 
relation (which we infer from other galaxies in these studies) 
that a0 is approximately equal to the gas-disk rotation velocity. 
Such cases all have B1T < 0.15, so this approximation is not of 
major importance for the total j. estimates, but any inferences 
for these particular bulges will be relati ve ly uncertain. 
We now have enough information to proceed with the specific 
angular mome ntum calculations for the spiral galaxies. Again, 
our basic approach is to estimate separately the bulge and disk 
angular momenta}b and}ct· Given a bulge s te llar mass fraction 
quantified as fb, we can the n estimate the total spec ific angular 
momentum by 
(9) 
In practice, we use the bulge-to-total r-band luminosity ratio 
B1T (from the series of Ke nt papers) as a proxy for fb· Note that 
by neglecting va riations in the stellar mass-to-light ratio I. (e.g., 
Yos hino & Ichikawa 2008), this approach may systematically 
underweight the contributions of the bulges (since they are 
thought to have higher 1. th an the disks). 
To calculate the projec ted values of }b and }ct, we use 
Equation (6). For the intrinsic va lues, we assume that both the 
bulge and the di sk in a given galaxy have the same inclinatio n 
i, which is estimated from the observed disk ellipticity. We then 
use the deprojection factor C; to convert projected to intrinsic 
va lues (see Equation (4)). For the disk, this is a simple factor 
of (sin i)- 1 , and the calculation reduces to Equation (2). For the 
bulge, we calculate C; from Equation (A29 ). 
Using these procedures, we construct a catalog ofspiral galax­
ies with characteristic masses, scale lengths, and rotation veloc­
ities for both their bulge and di sk components. We report these 
values in Table 4 , alo ng with the total galactic specific angular 
momenta (bulge and disk combined), both projected and intrin­
sic. When we vary the assum ed bulge rotation systematically 
across the bracketing range, the total j. is changed by no more 
than ~0.03 dex (~7%) for the vas t majority of the galaxies, 
and up to ~0.1 dex ( ~25%) for a few of the Sa-Sab galaxies. 
Therefore, the details of the bulge mode ling are of only very 
mild importance to the overall j. results for the spirals. These 
data will be used in later sections to examin e various scaling 
relations for these galaxies and for their subco mponents. 
4.2. Early Ty pes 
For the gas-poor early-ty pe galaxies (lenticulars and ellipti­
cals), the challenge is to assembl e a large sampl e with all of 
the ingredients that we need to calculate j. (i.e. , v, , ae, n). The 
information is scarcest for v5 , and therefore we have scoured 
the literature for kinematic data sets extending to radii of at 
least ~2ae, assembling a sample th at, although not exhaustive, 
is unprecedented in its size and scope. The sources include 
integrated-starlight absorption-line spectroscopy, and ve locities 
ofGCs and PNe. To esti mate approximate values for v5 , we sim­
ply read off the major-axis rotation velocity at 2ae (as explained 
in Section 3.3) . We thereby assemble a total sample of 40 early­
type galaxies, including the eight galaxies that we mode led in 
detail in Section 3 . 
Table 5 provides a summary of our sample, along with the 
sources of kinematic data. Given that the data are drawn from 
a variety of literature sources with complex selection effects, 
it is important to check whether or not the sample is a fair 
representation of early types in the nearby uni verse. We have 
done so in Appendix C , using the ATLAS3 0 volume-limited 
sampl e of nearby galaxies as a reference, and focusing on the 
masses M. and central rotation parameters (v i a)* . 
We find that the distribution of our sample galaxies in the 
(vla)*-M. parame ter space is fairly similar to that of an 
unbiased sample over a similar mass range. The median galaxy 
mass in our sample is log (M.I M0 ) = 10.8, which is near the 
characteristic mass M: of nearby galaxies (Guo et a!. 2010). 
We thus conclude that our observational results s hould be 
re presentati ve of low-redshift ordinary early-type galaxies. The 
only caveat he re is that our sample is biased toward ellipticals 
at the expense of lenticulars, which we must take into account 
later when draw ing conclusions about the overall population of 
early-ty pe galaxies. 
An alternative sc he me for classifying early types is as " fast 
rotators" (including almost all le nticulars) and "slow rotators," 
based on their central kine matics (Emsellem eta!. 2007). The 
central rotation is known to correlate with many other galaxy 
properties (Davies e t a!. 1983 ; Korm endy & Bender 1996), 
and the fast and slow rotators have been interpreted as having 
different formation hi stories . Therefore, it is important that we 
investigate to what extent the global specific angular momentum 
j. correlates with the central rotation cl assification. Our sampl e 
includes three slow rotators, which is consistent with the 
fraction of such galaxies in the nearby uni verse (Emselle m eta!. 
2011) , and will provide a rough initial idea of any systematic 
differences between fast and slow rotators. 
Returning to the remaining observational parameters, for each 
early-ty pe density profile, we need both the Sersic index nand 
the corresponding scale length ae (which can differ significantly 
from the value obtained with a c lassic n = 4 fit, e .g. , in the RC3 
catalog of de Vaucouleurs et a!. 199 1 ). Unfortunately, there is 
no comprehensive sourc e available for s uch measurements , and 
we resort to a medley of literature data. 
For 34 of the galaxies in our sampl e, there are published 
Sersic fits, and we take the (ae, n) values according to the 
following priority: detailed photometric analysis in indi vidual 
galaxy papers (e.g., Napolitano e ta!. 2009), the Kormendy eta!. 
(2009) tabulation for Virgo galaxies, Hopkins et a!. (2009a, 
2009b), and D'Onofrio (200 1). 
For the remaining six galaxies, we have as a starti ng point 
the RC3 value for the effec tive radius. Then we use the 
well-established observation that there are strong correlations 
between early-type galaxy size and luminosity, and the Sersic 
index n (e.g., Caon eta!. 1993; Prugnie l & Simien 1997; Graham 
& Guzman 2003 ; Blanton eta!. 2003 ; Korme ndy eta!. 2009). 
This allows us to es timate a most-probable n value for eac h 
galaxy (see Appendix C for details). 
Note that if we were simply to approximate all of the early 
types as n = 4 spheroids, the k11 values in Equation (6) would 
be too high on average by ~30% (~0.15 dex, given a median 
index value of n ~ 2.5). This would translate to an equi valent 
systematic error on j •. We could adjust for this effect by adopting 
n = 2.5 in all cases, but n also has a systematic dependence on 
galaxy mass, and ignoring thi s fact would produce a spurious 
mass-dependent trend in j. of ~50% (~0.2 dex) over the full 
range in mass. 
In Table 5 , we compile the observed parameters v, , ae, and n 
for our full early-type galaxy sample. We use these to calculate 
}p approximately from Equation (6), and tabulate these values 
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Table 1 
Uncerta inty Budget 
Gala xy Type 
AI. (dex) 
D C; Vs Vs 11 , a e Bul ge )" Total 
Sb-Sm 0.0 1 0.0 1 0.02 0.03 0.05 0.03 0.5 0.5 
Sa- Sab 0.0 1 0.0 1 0.02 0.03 0.05 0. 1 0.4 0.4 
so 0.0 1 0.05 0.06 0. 1 0. 15 0 0.25 0.3 
fE O.QI 0. 15 0.06 0. 1 0. 15 0 0.2 0.3 
sE O.QI 0. 12 0.35 0.35 0.2 0 0.4 0.5 
Notes. The uncertainties on j. and M. have been co nverted into equi valent 
uncertainties on A. The di fferent ga la xy types incl ude fast- an d slow-rotati ng 
e lliptica ls (fE and sE). The listed so urces of potentia l error are di stance (D), 
corrections for p roject ion effects including incl ination (C), the rotation ve locity 
scale calc ulated in detail (v., ). the alte rnati ve app rox im ate rotation ve locity 
scale (v.,), th e stellar dens ity profi le Sersic index (n) and scale rad ius (a. ), the 
incorporation of bulge contr ibutions, and the ste llar mass-to-I ight ratio ()".). For 
the latter, the erro r budget includes uncerta inti es in stellar population models, 
including potentia l IMF variations. The error bars in this case are asymmetric , 
in the sense that the A values are mo st like ly to be underestimated. 
as well. For some of the very extended galax ies like NGC 4374, 
the total luminosity and angular momentum (via the factor k11 ) 
are integrated out onl y to the estimated virial radius. 
In order to convert projected }p to intrins ic }1 for anal ysis in 
later sec tions, we mus t apply a deprojection factor C; whic h 
depends on the inclination i. Unfortunately, the individual 
inclinations are not generally known, but neither are they 
completely random, because of an inclination bias in galaxy 
classification. As discussed in Appendix A.3 , we therefore appl y 
medi an deproj ection factors of Cmed = 1. 2 1 (+0.08 dex) to the 
lentic ulars, a nd Cmed = 1.65 ( +0.22 dex) to the ellipticals. 
Since one of our eventual goals will be to quanti fy the 
intrinsic scatter in the observed }.- M. relations, it is important 
to be clear about the error budget in our analyses. Again, the 
bas ic parameters th at go into our }. calculations are C;, ae, 
n, and Vs- For early-type galaxies with a n ass umed n = 4 
profile, the typical uncertainties in ae are .......,25 % ( .......,0.1 dex; 
Cappellari et a!. 20 II a). If we allow for a more general n , 
which for some galaxies is measured direc tly and in other 
cases is derived statistically (Appe ndi x C ), then we estim ate a 
combined uncertainty on}. fro m ae and n of ......., 40% ( .......,0. 15 dex). 
The uncertainty on Vs from our s implified measurement and 
ex trapolation approac h is .......,25 % ( .......,0.1 dex; Section 3.3). 
Table I summari zes the uncertainties introduced b y a number 
of different ingredie nts in the }.- M . calculations. The separate 
uncertainties for}. and M. are mapped to the direction perpen­
dicular to a}. ex: M?13 trend, a s discussed in Section 3.5. This 
net uncertainty is designated ~A, owing to the connec tion with 
spin-based theoretical models. 
The total uncertainty in A for all types ofgalaxies is dominated 
by the estimate of M . (via Y.) rather than of}• . As discussed in 
Section 3.4, one could in princ iple refine theY. estimates us ing 
stellar population models. Thi s wo uld decrease M. for the latest­
type spirals by a factor of .......,3 but leave M. for ellipticals nearly 
the same. In this case, the systematic uncertainti es in Y. would 
likely still dominate the error budget in A, particularl y fo r the 
late-type galax ies. 
This full j.- M. data set is assembled from a generally 
unbiased ......., M: galaxy sample th at we can use to in vestiga te 
differences in angular momentum not onl y between early types 
and spirals, but also between elli pticals and lenticulars, and 
between fast and s low rotators. 
I I I I 
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Figure 11. Relation between size and ste llar mass for our ga laxy sa mple. The 
former is the semi major-ax is effecti ve radius, and the latter is based on K-band 
tota l luminosities with an ado pted mass-to-light ratio ofY.,K = I in solar u nits . 
Different sy mbols denote different ga laxy ty pes as s hown in the legend; for the 
spi rals, the di sk and bulge (''B") component s are shown separate ly. The range of 
the plot is restricted in order to bett er see t he ma in trends in the data; the bul ge 
data extend to radii a s sma ll as ae ~ 0.0 I kpc (note a lso that the most compact 
e lliptical shown is NGC 4486B , wh ich is considered a rare, highl y stripped 
ga laxy) . For com£arison, diago nal lines show power- law model fi ts to the data 
from the ATLAS 0 survey (i.e., independent from o ur data set): lenticulars and 
fast-rotator e llipticals (dot -da shed), Sa- Sb spira ls (dashed), and Sc- I.rr spirals 
(dotted). For bot h data sets, the late-type galaxies are systematically larger t han 
the early ty pes at a g iven stella r mass. T he abso lute normalizations of the t rends 
are simi lar between the ATLAS30 sample and ours, with some small differe nces 
a s discussed in the text. 
(A color version of thi s figure is ava ilable in the onli ne journal.) 
4.3. Si ze and Ro tation-velocity Scaling Re lations 
Before considering specific angular momenta and their cor­
re lations in the next section, we examine some trends among 
the raw ingredients that go into these analyses, ae, Vs, and M•. 
Doing so provides a check that our results are consistent with the 
familiar size-mass and mass-rotation-velocity (Tully-Fisher) 
re lations that have been establis hed for nearby galax ies . We 
also introduce novel relations involving rotation, and explore 
some preliminary indications about angular momentum. 
We first consider the standard scaling re latio n of galaxy size 
vers us mass, or ae vers us M . in our notatio n, showing the results 
in Figure II , where we again compare our results to the volume­
limited ATLAS3 0 sample as a baseline check. We find that in 
both samples, late- and early-type galaxies have roughly the 
same sizes at a given mass (cf. S hen et a!. 2003, 2007), but 
there is a clear systematic trend for the more bulge-dominated 
galax ies to be more compact (see also de Jong et a!. 2004; 
Gadotti 2009; Maltby eta!. 20 I 0; McDonald eta!. 20 II ; Dutton 
et a!. 2011 ). Given the many differe nt ass umptions and data 
sources that went into our sizes and masses, these parameters 
match the ATLAS30 resul ts remarkably well overall (with some 
nuances discussed further in Appendix C ). This suggests that 
our size and mass data are representati ve and reliable at the 
......., 0. 1 dex level. 
We can also consider separate ly the spiral b ulges, plotting 
their sizes and masses for our sample in Figure II . Although 
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Figure 12. Re lations between characterist ic rotation ve locity C; v5 , ste llar mas s (left-hand panel) and size (rig ht-hand panel) for ou r full ga laxy sa mple, using the 
sa me data sources and symbols as in Figure I I . For the spiral disks, v, is the outer gas-disk rotation velocity. For the lenticul ars and elliptica ls, v, is t he ste llar rotation 
velocity measured a long the se mimajor axis at 2ae, except for the points with error bars, which are the e ig ht cases studied in detail in Section 3 , with v5 derived from 
full mode ling of the rotati on-ve locity pro file s. For the bulges, Vs is e stimated indirectl y us ing flatteni ng and ve locity dispersion ob servations (Section 4. 1). In a ll cases, 
the rotation ve locity has been deprojected for both inclination and "dilution" effects, using the factor C; (see the text for deta ils). In the left-hand pane l, the dotted b lue 
line shows a least-square s fit to the Sb-Sc di sks, a dashed red line sho ws a p roposed inverse trend for a su bset of the E/ SOs, and the blue dot-dashed line s how s the 
baryonic Tully- Fisher re lation for late-type ga lax ies from Trujillo -Gomez et a l. (201 1) for comparison. In the right-hand pane l, the diagona l line shows a prediction 
for the spiral di sks based on ACDM mode ls (see Section 6 .2) . Overall, the spiral and e lliptical galaxies fo llow mass- rotation -veloc ity and size- rotation-veloc ity t rends 
that have remarkably opposite slopes . The trend s for the lent iculars are between the spirals and ellipticals . 
(A color version o f th is figure is ava ilable in the online jou rnal. ) 
the full range of sizes is not visible in this plot, the bulges follow 
a roughly parallel size-mass relation to the elliptical galaxies, 
but smaller on average by a factor of "-'4 ( "-'0.6 dex) and with 
a great deal of scatter (possibly because of the approximate 
nature of these size measurements). Other studies have also 
found that bulges are more compact than e llipticals (Graham 
& Worley 2008; Gadotti 2009; Laurikaine n et a!. 20 I0; Dutton 
eta!. 2011 ), but the quantitative details vary considerably, and 
we therefore regard our bulge scaling re lations as provisional. 
The next scaling relation that we consider is rotation velocity 
versus mass. For spiral galaxies, this is the Tully-Fisher relation, 
but it has to our knowledge never been constructed previously for 
all galaxy types. We can already generate a broad expectation for 
what we will find , give n the observed size-mass relations along 
with the assumption that ). is independent of galaxy type. As 
mentioned in Section 2, we can then use Equation (6) to predict 
the ratio of characteristic rotation velocities for ellipticals and 
spirals: 
(10) 
where we are approximating the spiral galaxy parameters as 
dominated by the disk component. With k1I k4 = 0.5 , and 
ae,sp/ae,E ""' 2 for our sample, we therefore predict Vs ,E/ Vs ,Sp ""' 
I. Thus, ellipticals should rotate at roughly the same velocity 
as spirals if they have the same specific angular momenta at a 
given mass. 
Without proceeding any further, thi s scaling analysis already 
suggests that ellipticals have lower ). than spirals, or else they 
would be extremely flattened by rotation, similarly to the spiral 
disks which have near-maximal rotational support (modulo 
possible differences in dynamical mass between spiral and 
elliptical galaxies at the same stellar mass). The same argument 
applies even more strongl y to the spiral bulges, since they are far 
more compact than the di sks at a given mass. If the bulges had 
the same ). as the disks, then they would have to rotate much 
faster , which is impossible. Note also that these conclusions 
would be further strengthened if systematic variations in the 
stellar mass-to-light ratio I. were included (Section 3.4). 
We now examine what our new collection of observations tells 
us directly about the rotation scaling relations. The left-hand 
panel of Figure 12 shows the characteristic rotation velocity 
Vs for the elliptical and lenticular galaxies, and the spiral disk 
and bulge subcomponents, in our sample. Here we are plotting 
the intrinsic rotation velocity, multiplying by the deproj ection 
factor C;, which is just (sin i)- 1 for disks (see Appendix A.2), 
and Equation (A29) for bulges. For the early-type galaxies, the 
inclinations are unknown, and we have adopted median factors 
for C; as discussed in Section 4 .2 . 
We see that the disks fo llow a fairly tight relation of approx­
imate ly C; v, ex: M~-25 , with a residual trend for the later-type 
di sks to rotate more slowly. This is equivalent to the fami liar 
Tully-Fisher relation, and in the figure we inc lude a recent result 
from the literature (Trujillo-Gomez eta!. 2011), which matches 
our data very well (cf. the type dependence among spirals found 
by Masters eta!. 2008) . We also show in the right-hand pane l of 
Figure 12 the relation between size and rotation velocity, whic h 
are strongl y correlated parameters for disk galaxies. 
The e lliptical galaxies are completely different, showing 
an anti-correlation between rotation velocity and mass/ with 
1C; v, ex: M; 0 · • This result also contrasts markedly with standard 
7 T h is echoes a similar trend in the central rotation properties of early-type 
ga lax ies in genera l (s hown in Fig ure 33). The e ight ga lax ies studied in detail 
(points with error bars in Figu re 12) are consistent with this trend but do not 
include enough lower-luminos ity e llipticals to di stingui sh between v, being 
constant or decreasing with mas s. 
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re lations for ellipticals involving the velocity dispersion a 0 
25or the dynamical mass (e.g., ex: M?· ; Faber & Jackson a0 
1976; Trujillo-Gomez eta!. 2011). In galaxy disks, the rotation 
veloc ity traces the dynamical mass, so the Tully- Fisher relation 
is a measure of both mass a nd angular mome ntum. In elliptical 
galaxies, on the other hand, the mass and angular mome ntum 
relations are decoupled. We also find an anti-corre lation between 
rotation velocity and size (right-hand panel) that we will discuss 
later in thi s paper. 
The behavior of the lenticul ars in the mass-rotation-velocity 
diagram is difficult to discern in detail owing to the small sample 
size, but in general it appears intermediate to the other galaxy 
types. We a lso note an interesting pattern when considering 
the lenticulars and ellipticals together: there may be a bimodal 
mass-rotatio n-velocity relation,8 with some galaxies following 
the trend for spirals, and others following a steep reverse 
3re la tion, C; Vs ex: M; 0 · . The implication is that the re may be 
two dis tinc t populations of early-type galaxies, one of whic h 
is closely related to spirals, and which a re not equivalent to 
standard E and SO classifications. 
The bulge rotation velocities appear to follow a similar trend 
to the s pirals, at about half the amplitude. Here it s hould be 
re me mbered that the bul ge "data" points are indirect estimates 
constructed in order to provide plausible adjustments to the total 
angular momenta of the spiral galaxies (Section 4. 1). The results 
so far suggest that bulges are different from ellipticals in their 
mass-size-rotation-velocity relations, and we will see in the 
next sec tion how their a ngular mo menta compare. 
Since both the sizes and the rotation velocities of elliptical 
galaxies are systematically lower than for spiral disks, we can 
alread y predict that the ellipticals will on average have muc h 
lower ) •. Note that although this conc lusion has alread y been 
widely adopted for decades, only now have the kinematic data 
reached large enough radii to confirm it with confidence. 
To see that the low characteristic rotation velocities for 
ellipticals are not a ma the matical sleight of hand, one may 
consider the spec ific cases of NGC 82 1 and NGC 3377 in 
Figure 6. The rotation-velocity profiles ofthese galaxies decline 
dramatically outside x "'"' (1- 2) a., which may be contrasted 
with the spiral galaxies in Figure 4 . Preliminary analysis of 
additional edge-on cases, where the deproj ection uncerta inties 
are minimized, indicates that s uch declines are a generic 
feature of "-'M: early-type galaxies (A . R oma nowsky et a!., 
in prepara tion). 
This conclusion includes NGC 2768, whic h from the c urrent 
data appears consistent with a constant or rising outer rotation 
velocity, but which with more extensive new PN data may have 
a declining outer profile. Even the cases of strongly rising 
rotation-velocity profiles out to x "'"' 2ae found by Ri x et a!. 
( 1999) appear upon closer inspection to turn over at larger 
radii. These results all contrast with early claims of high outer 
rotation in some early types, which were recently overturned 
with improved observations (e.g., Arnaboldi eta!. 1994; Kissler­
Patig & Gebhardt 1998; Romanowsky 2006; McNeil et a!. 20 I 0; 
Strader et a!. 20 I I ). 
This pattern may b e partiall y an artifact of inclination effects. In p articular, 
so me of the edge-on lenticulars were observed w ith long-slit spectroscopy 
directly a long the ir embedded di sk s, w hi ch may not p rovide an accu rate 
measurement of the overall rotation. However, for the e llipticals we find n o 
corre lation between apparent rotation velocity and elliptic ity. An additional 
iss ue is that the occasiona l extremely low-i ncl ination galaxy will not be t reated 
well by ou r median -deproj ection method ( cf. the right-hand panel of 
Figure 24), so i n any fit s to the data , we w ill di scard outliers with very low v, 
or j. (e .g ., NGC 1419) . 
We can also begin making some interesti ng inferences about 
the relations among other galaxy types, based on both size a nd 
rotation-velocity trends (Figures 11 and 12). As discussed, the 
lentic ulars share similar properties to spirals in some cases, a nd 
to ellipticals in others. The di sti nction be tween "fast" and "slow" 
rotator e llipticals based on their inner regions does not appear 
to hold up when considering their global rotation properties. 
Thi s overview of the observable scaling relations between 
mass, size, and rotation velocity gives us a preview of some of 
our overall conclusions about angular momentum, and provides 
more confidence in the solidity of those conclusio ns. We 
have constructed a novel mass-rotatio n-velocity re latio n for 
ellipticals, which is the analog of the Tully- Fisher relation for 
spirals, but with the remarkable di ffe rence of having a negative 
slope. The data also imply that both e lliptical galaxies and spiral 
bulges must have lower specific ang ular momenta than spiral 
di sks ofthe same mass . We address this issue more quantitatively 
in the next section, incorporating the additional mass-de pendent 
factor k11 in calculating)• . 
5. OBSERVATIONS: ANGULAR MOMENTA 
OF THE FULL SAMPLE 
Having derived estimates of the ). and M. parameters for our 
full galaxy sample, we now examine the resulting observational 
trends, which constitute the key results of this paper. We begin 
by focusing on the late-type galaxies in Section 5. 1, and combine 
these with the early types in Section 5 .2. We di scuss our 
proposed replacement for the Hubble sequence in Section 5.3, 
which we test by examining systematic residuals fro m the j.- M. 
trends in Section 5.4. We further convert the j.- M. data into 
one-dimensional his tograms in Section 5.5 . 
5.1. Lessons from Spirals 
Although the main novelty of thi s paper is our careful con­
sideration of early-type galaxies, we also include the oft-studied 
category of spirals in order to provide an integrated analysis of 
bright galaxies of all types. Furthermore, the well-constrained 
angular momenta of the s pirals also permit us to better under­
stand systematic issues such as inclination corrections that are 
trickier to handle for early types. 
We plot the total (disk+bulge) j.- M. data for the spirals fro m 
Table 4 in Figure 13. In the top panel, we show the projected 
value,)p, and in the bottom panel, the intrinsic value,Jt· These are 
re lated trivially by the disk inclination, but we wish to investigate 
how well the trends in projection re flect the intrinsic trends, since 
deprojection for the early-type galaxies will be more difficult. 
Overall, the s piral galaxies appear to follow fairly tight j.- M. 
trends, with similar slopes, regardless of Hubble sub-type. In 
more detail , we carry out least-squares fits to). as a function of 
M. in log-log space: 
log )mod= log)o +a[log(M./ M0 ) - II ], (II) 
with a residual rms scatter that we parameterize as a1ogj• . The 
uncertainties in the fi t parameters )o and a are estimated by 
bootstrap resampling. 
Our fittin g resul ts for various spira l s ubsamples are reported 
in Table 2. For total )., the systematic uncertainties fro m the 
bulge rotation (see Section 4. 1) turn out to be s maller than or 
equal to the statistical fitting uncertainties, even for the Sa- Sab 
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Figure 13. Total (disk plus bulge) stellar specific angu lar momentu m of nearby 
spi ral ga laxies plotted aga inst tota l stellar mass. The top and bonom panels 
show estimates of projected and intr insic j. , respectively ; t he uncertainty in j. 
for each ga laxy is in almost all cases smaller than the plotted sy mbols. Different 
symbols denote galaxy sub-types as spec ified in the legends . The doned lines 
show fi ts to the data in each panel, while the dashed lines s how fits to the 
disk components alone (data not shown). The spiral galaxies follow a universal 
j. - M . relat ion, with some dependence on Hu bble type. The proj ected relation 
is very s imilar to the intrinsic relation, but w ith a small offset, and s lightl y 
increased scatter, in j •. 
(A color version of th is figure is available in the on line journal. ) 
T he data a re bas icall y consistent with a uni versal j.-M. slope 
for spira l galax ies of all types, with a ~ 0.6 and an rms scatter of 
a1ogj ~ 0.2 dex. There is also a clear resid ua l trend with Hubble 
type: the Sb-Sm galax ies have systematicall y hi gher ). tha n 
the Sa-Sab galax ies at the same M.-an effect that wo uld be 
stronge r if variations in the stellar mass-to-light ratio I. were 
included. These concl usio ns hold for both )p and )1, although 
the uncertainties and the scatter are s ma ller for )1, as expected if 
there are genuin e, underlying phys ical correla tions tha t become 















































mpl e logj0 a alogj. 
l sp irals , tota l, projected 
l spira ls , tota l, intrins ic 
- Sab, tota l, projected 
- Sab, tota l, intrinsic 
-S bc, tota l, projected 
-S bc, tota l, intrins ic 
- Sm, tota l, projected 





3.1 5 ±0.03 
3.21±0.03 
3.25 ±0.04 
3.29 ± 0 .04 
0 .53 ± 0.05 
0 .52 ± 0.04 
0 .60 ± 0.06 
0 .64 ± 0.07 
0 .65 ± 0.1 4 
0 .68 ± 0.1 3 
0 .58 ± 0.06 









l spira ls , disks, projected 
l spira ls , disks, intrins ic 
- Sab, disks, projected 
- Sab, disks, int rinsic 
-Sbc, disks, projected 
-S bc, disks, intrins ic 
- Sm, disks, projected 









0 .62 ± 0.05 
0 .6 1 ± 0.04 
0 .76 ± 0.09 
0 .82 ± 0.08 
0 .7 1 ±0.1 4 
0 .75±0.1 2 
0 .6 1 ± 0.07 









l spira ls , bulges, projected 
l spira ls , bulges, intrins ic 
- Sab, bulges, projected 
- Sab, bulges, intrinsic 
-Sbc, bul ges , projected 
-Sbc, bul ges , intrins ic 
- Sm, bu lges, projected 









0 .69 ± 0.1 1 
0 .69 ± 0.1 0 
0 .99 ± 0.1 5 
0 .99 ± 0.1 5 
0 .34 ± 0.20 
0.34 ± 0.1 9 
0 .64 ± 0.27 










nt iculars, intrinsic 
i ptica ls , proj ected 





0 .80 ± 0.1 4 
0 .80 ± 0.1 4 
0 .60 ± 0.09 





-S m, intrinsic, fixed a = 2/ 3 3.28 ±0.03 0.67 0. 19 
i ptica ls , intrinsic, fixed a = 2/ 3 2.75±0.05 0.67 0.24 
CDM halos 2.50 0.67 0.23 
T he mul ti-co mponent nature of our model galax ies allows 
 to look further at di sk and bulge properties separately. We 
ill take up this issue in Section 5.2, and fo r now prov ide the 
s to the JrMct and )b-Mb relations in Table 2. It s ho uld be re­
embered that the bulge res ults depend on mode l ass umptions, 
though as disc ussed, we have plausibl y bracketed their upper 
and lower limits for ) •. 
As anticipated, the bulges turn out to have little impact on 
the to ta l ). trends for the Sb-Sm galax ies, which are domina ted 
by the disk components. Fo r the Sa-Sab galax ies, the bulges 
are res ponsible for the systematic offset with respect to the later 
types; this offset changes slightly but persists when adopting the 
upper or lower limits to the bulge r otatio n. T he disks of all the 
galaxy types turn out to follow nearly the same j .-M. relatio ns. 
This analysis demons trates tha t inclinatio n effects are no t 
expected to have a major im pact o n our overall resu lts, since for 
both di sks and bulges, the intrinsic and projected j.-M. trends 
as well as the ir scatter a re very similar. There is an overall offset 
between di sk )1 and )p of ~0. 07 dex, which is comp arable to 
the range of 0.04- 0.06 dex that we would expect, given the 
media n incl inatio n i = 67° of our sample, a nd depending on 
whether the j.-M. trend represents a medi an or an average fit 
(see Appendi x A.2 for further disc ussion). 
For our ensuing study ofearly-type galax ies, we will therefore 
simply adopt medi an deproj ectio n values for all of the galax ies, 
which we estimated in Section 4.2 to mean adding offsets of 
0.08 dex and 0.22 dex to ) p to derive ) 1, for lentic ula rs a nd 
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Figure 14. Left -hand panel: the total intrinsic specific angular momentum of galaxies plotted against their total stellar mass. Symbols show galaxy types according 
to the legend at the upper left. The points with error bars shown are based on the more detailed j . estimator (Equation (3)); for the remainder of the galaxies, the 
approximate j. estimator (Equation (6)) was used. The uncertainties are similar in both cases. The deproj ection from observed jp to intrin sic j 1 was accomplished 
using individual inclinations for the spirals, and median deprojection factors for the lenticulars and ellipticals (see the main text). The least massive early-type galaxy 
in the sample is the compact elliptical NGC 44868 , which is probably in the process of being tidally stripped by the giant galaxy M87; the other low- j . outlier is 
NGC 141 9. Both are marked with black x symbols and excluded from all fit s in this paper. Dotted lines show the best fits for the Sb-Sm and elliptical galaxies: these 
two galaxy types follow j. - M. trends that are parallel but separated in j . by ~0.5 dex. Right-hand panel : as left-hand panel, but now plotting spiral disks and bulges 
alone, along with elliptical galaxies, as indicated by the legend. The upper line is now the fit to the disks (for all spiral types) rather than to the whole galaxies. Note 
that the slopes of the lines in this panel and the left-hand one should not be compared by eye, owing to the different axis ranges. The uncertainties in j. for the disks 
are typically ~0.04 dex, and for the bulges at least ~0.2 dex; the M. uncertainties are systematic (see the main text). Many of the most massive spiral bulges appear 
to a follow a similar j . - M. relation to the ellipticals. 
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.) 
of jp in the rest of this paper, in favor of the more physically 
meaningfuljt which we now adopt as our estimate for j •. 
5.2. Combined Observational Results 
We are now ready to include the early-type galaxies in our 
analysis, and thereby address most of the key science questions 
raised in Section 1. As a reminder, our starting point is the j.- M. 
diagram from F83 that we have reproduced in Figure 1. Do we 
find the same j.- M. trends with an updated and expanded data 
set, and more detailed analysis? Do ellipticals still appear to have 
systematically low j. relative to spirals, or do we discover large 
reservoirs of additional j. at large galactocentric radii, using 
modern data? Do Sa and SO galaxies fi ll in any "gap" between 
spirals and ellipticals, and can we then connect the Hubble 
sequence to a sequence in j.? Can we characterize all galaxies 
as combinations ofdisks and bulges that follow universal scaling 
relations? (The main remaining question that connects to galaxy 
formation theory wi ll be pursued in the next section. ) 
Taking our early-type galaxy j. and M. estimates from 
Table 5 (after statistically correcting projected to intrinsic 
quantities; see Table 1 for an error analysis), we plot them 
in Figure 14 (left), along with the spiral results discussed in 
Section 5.1 . This new figure is the centerpiece of our paper. 
Focusing first on the elliptical galaxies, our basic finding is that 
theyfollow a j.- M. trend which is roughly parallel to the spirals 
but with a large systematic offset to lower j •. 
We thereby confirm the conclusions of F83, finding from a 
new synthesis ofmodern photometric and kinematic data that the 
"missing" angular momentum in ellipticals does not emerge at 
large radii, as had been expected from some theoretical studies. 
As discussed in Section 4.3, the new observations tend to show 
outer rotation profiles that decline rather than rise. Even the 
nearby galaxy NGC 5128 (Cen A), which is often considered to 
be an elliptical formed through a recent major merger, shows a 
relatively low j. when compared to spirals of the same stellar 
mass. Whether or not these observations pose a genuine problem 
to major-merger explanations for forming ellipticals will require 
renewed theoretical analysis, but as discussed in Section 4.3, 
there seems to be a pattern in the literature of misdiagnoses 
of high outer rotation from early, sparse data- which led to 
premature claims of evidence for major mergers.9 
The specific angular momentum clifference between spirals 
and ellipticals is also apparent from a simple, direct consider­
ation of the data in Section 4.3, where the smaller sizes and 
rotation velocities for ellipticals suggested that they have lower 
j •. As an arbitrary benchmark, we use the median j. at the L * 
characteristic luminosity, which is log (L1< j L K,o) ~ II , cor­
responding to log (M./ M0 ) ~ II. For ellipticals and Sb- Sm 
spirals, we find projected values of jp ~ 330 km s- 1 kpc and 
~ 1600 km s- 1 kpc, respectively, and true values of j. = j, ~ 
540 km s- 1 kpc and ~ 1800 km s- 1 kpc. 
In more detail , we report fits to the j.- M. data toward the end 
of Table 2. The fitted slope for the ellipticals is consistent with 
that for the Sb-Sm spirals, but is significantly offset to lower j. 
by a factor of ~3.4 (~0.5 dex). These findings are consistent 
with F83, except that the gap has narrowed from a factor of 
9 Norris et al. (2012) also recently noted an emerging trend for low rotation 
in elliptical-galaxy halos, at odds with major-merger expectations. One 
possible counter-example is the SO galaxy NGC 13 16, which is generally 
thought to be a major-merger remnant. Based on the new PN kinematics 
results from McNeil-Moylan et al. (2012), we confirm the findi ng of Arnaboldi 
et al. (1 998) that the j . - M. values for this galaxy are close to the mean trend 
for spirals. However, we caution that our photometric parameters and 1. value 
are particular ly insecure for this galaxy. 
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~6 (~0.8 dex). 10 Note, however, that if the stellar mass-to-light 
ratios for the ellipticals were systematically higher than for the 
spirals by a factor of ~3 (cf. Section 3.4), then the }. offset 
would increase to a factor of~7 ( ~0.85 dex)-very close to the 
F83 conclusion. 
The scatter of a1ogj. = 0.24 dex for the ell iptical s is simi lar 
to the }p scatter for the spirals. We a lso note that the general 
trends for the ellipticals are s upported by the s mall sample of 
galax ies that we modeled in detail (see points with error bars 
in Fig ure 14 , left). Altho ugh o ne might still have concerns that 
large for mal uncertainties in }. remain for most of the sample 
after extrapolating their rotation-velocity profiles beyond 2 Re, 
in order to c lose the }. gap between spirals and ellipticals, the 
rotation velocity would have to rise ra pidly by a factor of ~4 
o utside these radii, which seems implausible (cf. Figure 6). 
The parallel nature of the spiral and e lliptica l trends is an 
interesting and non-trivial res ul t, since Figure 12 showed that 
the slopes of the rotation-velocity scaling re lations for these 
galax ies have opposite signs. Some mass-dependent conspiracy 
of size, ro tation velocity, and Sersic index must be at work in 
o rder for the j.-M. slopes to turn o ut the same. 
T he few "s low-rotator" ellipticals in our sample show no 
indication of deviating systematically from the overa ll j .- M. 
trend for ellipticals, which disagrees with earlier findings of 
much lower }. for such galaxies (Bender & Nie to 1990). 
Altho ugh their outer regions, like their centra l parts, rotate 
slowly relative to mos t of the fast rotators (Figure 12), we find 
that this is compensated for by the ir larger scale radii and Sersic 
indices (keeping in mind that the results for these galaxies are 
the most uncertain). Thus the global }. measureme nts suggest 
that the slow and fas t rotators may have more in common than 
was previously s uspec ted. 
Having confi rmed the basic observational findings of F83 , we 
now move on to fres h territory, beginning with the inc lusion of 
Sa and SO galaxies in Figure 14 (left). F83 suggested that these 
would fi ll the gap in } .-M. space between e ll ipticals and late­
type spira ls, which is confirmed by our sample. Both of these 
galaxy types are on average offset to lower}. from the Sb-Sm 
spirals tre nd by a factor of ~1.8 ( ~0.25 dex; we wi ll discuss 
variations about the average in Section 5.4). 
One natural interpretation of this new finding is that the 
Hubble classificat ions are related to an underlying physical 
structu re, where all galaxies are composed of some combination 
of two basic components: a disk and a spheroid (as illus trated 
schematically in Figure 2 of Section 1). T hese components 
wou ld de fine two distinct sequences in the j.- M. plane, w hic h 
in combinatio n would move the total values of galax ies to 
in termediate regions in this plane, depending on the bulge-to­
tota l mass ratios , 8 / T. 
To explore thi s idea, we plot the j.-M. data separately for 
e lliptical galax ies, and for s piral disk and bulge subcomponents, 
in the rig ht-hand panel of Figure 14. The disks fo llow a similar 
re lation to spiral galaxies overall, since these are dominated 
10 Our rev ised Sb-Sm relat ion is ~0. 1 dex lower than in F83, partly owing to 
the inclu s ion of bulges, and part ly to new estimates for disk s izes and 
mass-to-l ight ratios. Our revised e llipticals relation is ~0.2 dex hig her than in 
F83 ; this d iffe rence appears to arise not so much from the ro tatio n data (the 
extrapolations to large rad iu s by F83 tum out very good on average), but from 
a refi ned treatment of the total angular mom entum calculation for spheroids. 
Our slopes of a = 0.53 ± 0.04 and 0 .60 ± 0 .09 for the Sb-Sm and elli ptical 
galaxies are sha llower than the a = 0 . 75 s lope suggested by F83; for the 
Sb-Sm galaxies, th is difference is dr iven mostl y by our inclusion of bulges and 
of lower-mass galaxies (log (M./ M 0 ) ~ 9); wh ile for the e llip ticals, a 
sh allower s lope was a lready apparent in F83. 
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by their disks. More remarkabl y, the j.-M. trend for bulges 
is fair ly similar to the trend for elliptica ls over the mass range 
where they overlap. 11 This is a surprising result, because as 
shown in Fig ure II , the bulge s izes are systematically smaller 
than the elliptica ls, and thus their rotation velocities (Figure 12) 
must be higher, in an apparent conspiracy to produce roughly 
the same } • . 
A similar analysis cou ld in princ iple be carried out for the 
fast-rotator ellipticals, since they are widely considered to host 
hidden, e mbedded disk-like components. Do the disk and bulge 
s ubco mpo nents of ell ipticals follow the same j.- M. relations 
as those of the spirals? We have investigated this question 
in Appendix D using decompositions from the lite rature, but 
the results are somewhat ambiguous. Thus, a ltho ugh we have 
been able to address a ll of the major questions raised initially 
about empirical j.-M. trends, we flag the trends for the 
s ubcomponents in elliptica ls (and lenticulars) as a n important 
aspect remaining in need of clarification. 
5.3. Replacing the Hubble Diagram 
The foregoing d iscussion brings us to the diagram that we 
have already introduced schematically with Figure 2, which con­
stitutes our own, physically motivated, substitute for the classic 
Hubble tuning fork , and whic h cou ld prov ide the underlying 
expla nation for the observational trends found in Figure 14. In 
this scheme, all galax ies are composed of a dis k and a bulge, 
each adhering to a distinct and parallel j .- M. scaling relation. If 
the dis k and bulge relations are uni versal (which we will further 
test in Section 5.4), the n the locatio n of a galaxy in j.- M. space 
can immediately be used to infer its 8 / T value unique ly a nd 
vice versa ( i.e., there is a coordinate transformation between 
the two parameter s paces). Ell iptical galax ies wo uld then be 
the cases with 8 / T ~ I , and bu lges could be thought of as 
mini-ellipticals. 
As with the original Hubble diagram, o ur j .- M. diagram 
provides a simple desc ription of galaxies, alo ng with the 
temptation to interpret it as some kind of evolutionary sequence. 
However, our d iagram differs, since the parameters used are 
physical quantities that may in principle be conserved, and thus 
it is actually justified to begin using the diagram directl y as a tool 
to motivate and test some evolutionary scenarios for galax ies. 
This will be the objecti ve of Section 6. 
A key feature of our diagram is that it views galaxies a s 
fundamenta lly po pul ati ng a space of two parameters, a ngular 
momentum and mass, whic h are nearly equivale nt to the more 
observatio na lly accessible properties of bulge fraction and 
luminosity. ln this framework, galax ies cannot be fruitfully 
reduced to a one-di mensional family controlled by a single 
parameter (e.g ., Dis ney et a l. 2008). 
O ur diagram may also be contrasted with ano ther currently 
fashionable way to unde rstand galax ies: as colo r- magnitude 
sequences that are genera lly re lated to sta r formation histories 
(e.g., Baldry et al. 2004; Faber et al. 2007). These properties are 
loose ly related to j.-M. space if star formation generally occurs 
in high-}. disks. However, o ur framework is less astronomica l 
and more astrophysical in nature, and we expect it to provide 
novel insights to galaxy formation that are complementary to 
other classifications , and perhaps more fundamental. 
Another recentl y introduced classification for galaxies is 
also based loosely on specific ang ular momentum concepts: 
11 At lower bulge ma sses, the apparent tendency to re la tive ly low j . values 
shou ld be v ie wed as specul ati ve, since it is based o n class ical bulges rather 
than the pseudo-bulges th at may predomi n ate in th is regime. 
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Figure 15. Specific angular momentum relative to the best-fitted trend fo r spiral disks. In the left-hand panel, these residuals are plotted vs. Hubble stage. For c larity, 
small random offsets have been added in the horizonta l direction for the early-type galaxies. In the right-hand pane l, the residuals are plotted vs. bulge-to-tota l mass 
ratio. The curved line shows a sample model prediction (not a fit to the data; see the text for details). There are strong systematic trends of the j. residuals with respect 
to both Hubble type and bulge fraction, and the relative smoothness of this t rend (particularl y for the E/ SOs) suggests that bulge fraction is the more fundamental 
dr iving para meter. 

(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.) 

A.R (Emsellem et a!. 2007), which measures the rotational 
dominance in the central regions (typicall y inside ~ Re/ 2) and 
is similar to a v /a metric. Applied to early-type galaxies, a host 
of interesting patterns and correlations have emerged (Emsellem 
eta!. 2011). However, this metric in practice is not only very 
scale depende nt, but also misses exactly those scales that are 
most important for measuring true, physical angular momentum 
(recall Figure 3). In fact, we have seen evidence that}. and the 
central AR are disjoint properties: the s low rotators (low-A.R 
galaxies) do not appear to deviate from the j.-M. trend for fast 
rotators. 
A final related diagram to mention is j.-vc , where V c is the 
c ircular velocity, tracing the dynamical mass of a galaxy within 
some characteristic radius (e.g. , Navarro & Steinmetz 2000; 
Kassin et a!. 20 12). There are complications with using this 
parame te r space, s ince for spiral galaxies both }. and Vc are 
normally based on the same rotation-velocity measurements, 
which causes a built-in correlation. Unlike M., V c is not a 
physical quantity subject to straightforward conservation laws. 
In addition, a critical point for our goal of analyzing all types of 
galaxies in a unified manner is that it is very hard to estimate Vc 
for a large sample of early types since they rarely host extended 
gas disks. Instead, extensive data are required from other tracers 
such as stell ar kinematics (as needed for}. estimation), as well 
as grueling dynamical modeling which even with the state-of­
the art techniques can s till leave considerable uncertainties (de 
Lorenzi eta!. 2009). Similar problems apply to a j.-Mvir (virial 
mass) diagram, where the masses can be estimated only on a 
statistical rather than on an individua l basis (e.g., Dutton & van 
den Bosch 20 12). 
5.4. Examining the Residuals 
Our bulge-disk framework, although rather compelling, is not 
a unique explanation for the systematic trends in the left-hand 
panel of Figure 14 . It is possible that the vertical displacements 
of }. in this diagram are some how more directly related to 
Hubble morphology than to B / T (although one should keep in 
mind that B / T is one of the main factors in the morphological 
classifications, along with spiral arm winding and dumpiness). 
To consider this point more clearly, and to be tter see the 
relative trends in the data, we flatten the j.-M. relations into 
one dimension, dividing by the mean trend for the spiral disks 
and thus generating the quantity: 
~ log}. = log}. - log }moct(M.), (12) 
where}moct is given by Equation ( II ). We plot ~ log}. versus 
the Hubble s tage parameter THubbie in Figure 15 (left-hand 
panel). There is clearly a strong positive correlation between 
THubbie and the j.-M. residuals. Among the spirals, this trend 
is clearest when considering the Sa-Sab versus Sb-Sc galaxies. 
The Scd-Sm galaxies appear to continue the trend, but they 
inhabit the lowest-mass area of the j.-M. diagram, where the 
mean relation is not defined well enough to be certain of the 
residuals. 
The SOs break the smooth trend of ~ log}. decreasing for 
smaller THubble· Many of the m appear to have comparable 
specific angular mome nta to typical Sb-Sc galaxies, which was 
foreshadowed by the rotation scaling relations of Figure 12. The 
implication is that lenticulars and spirals are overall dynamically 
similar, differing more in their finer morphological features 
which may be re lated to s tar formation activity. We can thus 
think of these lenticulars as faded spirals, or of the spirals as 
rejuvenated lenticulars, although they differ in average B / T 
values, and more nuanced comparisons wi ll require analysis of 
I. (cf. Williams et a!. 20 I 0). As for the subset of lenticulars 
with low ~ log}. , they may eithe r be very close to face-on, or 
else belong to a different family of objects that are related to the 
ellipticals. 
Returning to our original hypothesis that B1T is the key 
parameter affecting the j.-M. trends, we consider its correlation 
with the residuals ~ log}•. Since we do not actually have 
bulge-disk decompositions for the early-type galaxies in our 
sample, we introduce a novel technique that uses the degree of 
central rotational support as a rough proxy for B/ T. The idea 
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here is that the bulge is to a first approximation non-rotating, 
so any observed rotation is from the di sk: objects with higher 
(v j a) imply higher disk fractions and lower B / T. Appendix D 
describes our methods for early- type B1T estimation in more 
detail. For the late types, we already have B / T es timates based 
on decompositions in the literature, as discus sed earlier. 
We s how the results in the right-hand panel of Figure 15. 
The residual s do correlate clearly with B1T , in a fair ly smooth 
trend th at is followed equall y well by all of the galaxy types, 
and which contrasts with the THubble trend. We have marked 
a simple expectation for the B / T trend with the c urved line , 
given the su mmation of Equation (9), along with an arbitrarily 
ass umed }b = 0. 1 x }ct. This model mimics the data remarkabl y 
well , although it s hould be remembered that the agreement is 
somewhat built-in already, since correlated rotational properties 
were used both to estimate B / T and to calculate j •. 
Recalling that we also had to make strong modeling assump­
tions for the spiral bulges when calculating j., the better con­
nection of the residua ls to B / T rather than THubble should be 
considered preliminary. It is also difficult to tell how much of 
the scatter in j. at fixed B / T is due to observational error, and 
how much is due to intrinsic variations, i.e., with bulges and / or 
di sks not following perfectly s tandardized j.- M. relations. 
De finiti ve resolution of these issues will require more detailed 
bulge- disk decompositio ns of all types of ga laxies, including 
spectroscopic information (cf. Cortesi eta!. 20 II ; Johnston eta!. 
20 12; Dorman et a!. 20 12; Forbes et a!. 20 12), and allowances 
for 1. variatio ns. 
We would, however, like to advance the proposition that 
bulge fraction is the fundamental driving parameter behind j. 
va riations, and is responsible for many of the observed variations 
in galaxy properties (see di sc ussion in the previous subsection). 
This not only makes sense from a physical standpoint, but also 
the agreeme nts between ellipticals and spiral bulges in Figure 14 
(right), and between model and data in Figure 15 (right), provide 
provisional but strongly s uggestive observational support. The 
radially declining rotation-velocity profiles of galaxies like 
NGC 82 1 and NGC 3377 in Figure 6 could a lso be naturall y 
explained by central disk components embedded in non-rotating 
bulges. Furthermore, we will see from consideration of a 
cosmological context in Section 6.2 that the di stribution of j. 
is more naturally reconciled with di stinct disk and spheroid 
subpopulations th an with a simple continuum of galaxy } •. 
5.5. Histograms ofStellar j Residuals 
Before mo ving on to theoretical analyses, we construct one 
more representatio n of the data whose relevance will become 
particularl y clear in the next section. We compress the preceding 
j.- M. information into a histogram of residuals from the spiral 
disk relation, showing the results in Figure 16 (upper panel) . 
Here it is apparent that the spiral galaxy data comprise a 
rou ghl y lognormal di stribution in !3.}., with an rms dis persion 
of ~0.2 dex. The e lli pticals have a less well-defined distribu tion 
th at partially overlaps the s pirals but is offset ~0.5 dex lower, 
while the small sample of lentic ulars spans a lmost the full range 
of residuals. 
In the middle panel of Figure 16, we look ins tead at the di sk 
and bulge subcompone nts of the spiral galax ies, where we have 
also overplotted a Gaussian with a width ofa 1ogj. = 0.17 dex for 
reference. Given the uncertai nties and possible selection bias in 
our analysis, we consider the disks to be reasonably consistent 
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Figure 16. Histogram of specific angular momentu m relative to the mean 
observed trend for spira l disks. In t wo of the pane ls, cu rve s show exa mpl e 
lognormal di stribution s for comparison to the data. In the upper panel, the red, 
green, and blue h istogra ms show data from Fig ure 15 for sp iral s, lenticulars , 
and e llipticals, respecti vely. The middle panel shows the bulge and di sk 
su bcomponents of spiral galaxies, with red and blue histogra ms, respecti vely. 
The lower panel is a summation of the data f rom the upper panel, after 
renormalizing each galaxy su b-type by its frequency in the nearby u niverse 
(see the mai n text) . T he specific angular momentum does not appear to have a 
simple lognormal di stributio n, and may even be bi modal. 
(A color version of thi s figure is ava ilable in the online journal.) 
The /!;. log j. distribution for the spiral bulges resembles that 
of the ellipticals in the sense that both are systematically 
offset to lower values, a s we have previously seen. The bulges 
appare ntl y extend to much lower !3. log j. than the ellipticals, 
but as discussed in Section 5.2, this is not a sec ure result, given 
the uncertainties in the bulge calc ulatio ns. 
Returning to the overall results, we wou ld like to know 
whether or not galaxies fo llow a bimodal distribution in !3. log j. 
as the top panel of Figure 16 suggests. The complication here is 
possible bias in the galaxy sample : if we were to study all bright 
galax ies in a volume-limi ted sample, the !3. log j. di stribution 
might look very different. To investigate thi s issue, we mus t 
re-weight the dis tribution of j. in our sample by galaxy type. 
The simplest approac h is to renormal ize by frequency or 
number density. We use the ATLAS30 results th at 70%, 22% , 
and 8% of the galaxies in the nearby universe are spirals, 
lenticulars, and ellipticals (over a s tellar mass range similar to 
our observational sample; Cappellari eta!. 2011a) . The fractions 
in our sample are 63 %, 14%, and 23%, demonstrating a strong 
bias toward ellipticals at the ex pense of lenticulars. 
We plot the re-weighted results in the lower pane l of 
Figure 16, s howing also for referenc e a lognormal curve with 
a 1ogj. = 0.27 dex (a width that will be motivated in Sectio n 6.2) . 
The total distribution of log j. residuals appears slightly non­
Gaussian, with a tail extending to low values. This feature ma y 
not be significant if one allows for systematic uncertainties in 
the selection effects, but the skewness will become clearer when 
compared to theory in Section 6.2 . 
An alternative scheme would be to re-weight by the stellar 
mass density of the different galaxy types . This would bring us 
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closer to a total distribution function for stellar j in the universe, 
rather than a distribution of galaxies with given j •. It is beyond 
the scope of this paper to carry out such an exerc ise in detail, but 
the basic outcome is clear. The high end of the mass distribution 
is dominated by early types (cf.lower panel of Figure 33), which 
means th at the mass weighting would enhance the contributions 
of these galaxies relative to number weighting. The universal 
di stribution of j. would the n appear more non-Gaussian than in 
the lower panel of Figure 16. 
These di stributions are also sensitive to assumptions about the 
stellar mass-to-light r atio Y •. If systematic variatio ns in Y. with 
galaxy type were adopted (cf. Section 3.4), then the main peak 
of the .1log j. di stribution would become so mewhat broader. 
The .1log j. values for the ellipticals would also decrease by 
"-'0.3 dex, making them even stronger outliers from the main 
distribution. 
We therefore find evidence that the residuals of the s pecific 
angular momenta of galaxies from the mean relation are not 
simpl y lognormal. The best match to a lognormal model is 
pro vided by the disk components of spirals, while the bulges 
and the ellipticals may comprise a di stinct second population. 12 
Again, a natural interpretation of thi s finding is that all galaxies 
are composed ofsome combination of high- and low-j. material , 
which may be identifi ed with disks and bulges, respectively. 
Some implications of these results for galaxy formation 
in a modern cosmological context will be discussed in the 
next section. It should be remembered, however, that our 
e mpirical findings-of spec ific, strong correlations betwee n 
galactic angular momentum, mass, morphology, and bulge 
fraction-stand on their own and must be explicable by any 
successful theory of galaxy formation , whether now or in the 
future. 
6. CONNECTING TO THEORY 
We are now ready to present a fresh theoretical way oflooking 
at galaxies, using the j.-M. diagram , which was introduced in 
F83, and which may now be reinvigorated by populating it 
with observational data for galaxies of all types. Our general 
approach is to take a step back from galactic details, whether 
these be spiral arms and dust lanes in observations, or unresolved 
gas physics and star formation rec ipes in simulations, and return 
to so me simple physical parameters and conservation rules that 
may provide robu st constraints and insights to galaxy formation. 
We have shown in Sections 5 .2 and 5.4 that the s pecific 
stellar angular momenta of observed galaxies follow remarkabl y 
tight corre lations with their masses and bulge fractions. Such 
patterns in nature demand theoretical explanations, as they could 
be tracing fundamental ph ys ical processes. Indeed, the j.-M. 
relation for s piral galaxies is well known in some circles, and 
pro vides a cruc ial benchmark for models of galaxy formation. 
However, the correlation for elliptical galaxies (already shown 
in a pre liminary version by F83) is less well known and 
addressed with theoretical models. Our goal is to ad va nce a 
general, physical framework for integrating these observational 
constraints into models of galaxy formation and evolution. 
Our approach here is different from, and complementary to, 
the active field of hydrody namical simulations of galaxy for­
mation. Although s uch simul ations have made notable progress 
toward the ultimate goal of reproducing realistic galaxies, they 
12 He rnandez et a l. (2007) used a large pho tometri c su rvey to estimate }. 
indirectly, with results that are le ss accurate than those presented here, but 
which similar ly imply a bimodal distribution for ell iptica ls and spi ra ls. 
still have a long way to go, with recent work highlighting large 
differences in the basic properties of simulated galaxies, de­
pending on what code, resolution, and physical recipes are used 
(Scannapieco eta!. 20 12; Torrey eta!. 20 12). 
His toricall y, s uch methods mi ssed reproducing observed j. 
trends by factors of up to "-'30, and even the most recent work 
shows variations at the factor of "-'2 level. The general concern 
is that man y of the large-scale properties of galaxies could well 
depend strongly on transport processes at the scales ofmolecular 
clouds, which are not yet modeled satisfactoril y in cosmological 
simulations. Therefore, some caution is still needed in assuming 
that the simulations are providing an adequate representation of 
reality. 
In this context, simplifi ed "to y" models continue to play a 
key role in defining the broad but solid outlines of the galaxy 
formation theory that is required to matc h the observational 
constraints. These models may also prove useful in physi­
cal unde rs tanding of the output of numerical hydrodynamical 
simulations. 
We frame our analysis in the context of the current standard 
cosmological mode l for structure formation: cold dark matter 
with a cosmological constant (ACOM; Komatsu eta!. 20 11 ). 
This model makes spec ific, robust predictions for the angular 
momenta of OM halos . Because the visible galaxies, consisting 
of stars and gas, are presumed to reside in these OM halos, 
we may then ask whether or not the observed stellar angular 
momenta bear any resemblance to the predictions for OM halos. 
We begin with the properties of ACOM halos as our " initial 
conditions" for galaxy formation, which we map to our observ­
able space: j.-M. for the stellar compone nts of galaxies. We 
do this by parameterizing the re te ntion of mass and angular 
momentum during galaxy formation, and the n by introducing a 
menu of j.-M. vectors of change that correspond to plausible 
physical processes (outflows, mergers, etc .). 
We emphasize that the primary aim of this paper is not to 
concoct a new theory of galaxy formation, nor to weigh in on 
competing models by vetting s pecific simulation outputs against 
the j.-M. diagram. Instead, we wish to lay out a generalized 
framework that can both constrain and explain the models. The 
methodology and merits of this approach should become cl earer 
as we develop the ideas throughout thi s section, and as we 
eventually work through so me practical examples. 
We develop general theoretical predictions and make basic 
infere nces about j retention in Section 6.1 . In Section 6.2 
we investigate two possible explanations for the observed 
j. dichotomy between s pirals and ellipticals. In Section 6 .3 
we consider coupling between changes in mass and angular 
momentum, and connect these to evolutionary scenarios for 
galaxies. 
6.1. Basic Constraints 
The overdense regio ns in an expanding universe are not 
spherically symmetric and exert tidal torques on each other, 
inducing a net angular momentum in each collapsing galaxy 
(Hoyle 1951 ). This rotational behavior is usually specified in 
terms of a dimensionless spin parameter that quantifies the 
d ynamical importance of rotation, and is a combination of 
fundamental physical quantities: 
1 1£ 1112 
(13)A.= GMS/2, 
where J is the angular momentum, E is the e nergy (kinetic and 
pote ntial), G is the gravitational constant, and M is the mass 
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Figu re 17. Schematic evolution of galaxies in the space of specific angular momentum and ma ss. Each point show s a galaxy randomly selected from a simple model 
(see th e main text). Pane l (a) shows the initia l galactic halos o f ga s and DM. Pan el (b) s hows th e gas component only, adopting a baryon fraction o f /b = 0.1 7, 
with an arrow illustrati ng the direction that a sing le galaxy takes in this diagram. Pane l (c) shows the stellar component after forming from the gas with an average 
relative fraction of (f.) = 0 .1. Pane ls (d) and (e) show the stars of spira l and e lli ptical g alaxies, respectivel y, after adopting more realistic var iations of (f. ) with mass. 
Pane l (f) shows t he effect of angular momentu m loss, with a factor o f UJ ) = 0 . 1. Note that t hese are simple, idealized models , and not every aspect should be taken 
literally; e.g. , spiral galaxies p robab ly do not ex ist at ma sses of M . ~ 1012 M0 .
(A color version o f thi s figure is available in the online jou rnal. ) 
(Peebles 1969). 13 Whether analyzed through linear tidal torque 
theory, or through N-body simulations of galaxy assembly, A. 
is predicted to follow an almost lognormal di stribution that is 
re latively insensitive to cosmological parameters, time, galaxy 
mass, and environment (e.g. , Barnes & Efstathiou 1987; Zurek 
eta!. 1988; Steinmetz & Bartelmann 1995; Cole & Lacey 1996; 
Macc io eta!. 2007 ; Bryan eta!. 20 12). 
The spin parameter provides a convenient way to characterize 
OM halos, but it is not s traightforward to connect A. to baryo nic 
galax ies because it is not a physically conserved quantity 
(as energy is dissipated) . We instead conduct our theoretical 
analys is in terms of the s pecific angular momentum parameter 
j, as we have done with the observations. Along with the mass M , 
j is a quantity that is potentially conserved at some approximate 
level during the evolu tionary history of a galaxy. 
To re-cast A. to j, we adopt a ACOM-based spherically 
sy mmetric halo profile from Navarro et a!. (1 996), truncated 
at the virial radius. 14 We then obtain 
2/ 3 
. 4 M vir - 1 
)vir = 4.23 X 10 A. km S kpc. (14)( 12 )10 M 0 
13 Recall that the parameters (J, E , M ) can be trans lated roughly into a more 
observationa lly oriented basis set of rotation veloc ity, effective radius, and 
luminos ity ( vro1 , Re, L), where in approximate terms: M oc L , E oc L2R; 1 , 
and J oc Vrot LRe. 
14 T he virial radi us is de fined as bou nd ing a region inside which the mean 
ha lo den sity is a factor of L'. vir times the critical density Pcrit ""' 3 H 2 / (8rr G). 
We adopt a WMAP5 cos mology, with H = 72 km s - 1 Mpc- 1 and L'.vir = 95 .3 
at z = 0 (Maccio et al. 2008) . To calculate E for this ha lo, we use an 
expression from Mo et al. (1 998) with a fixed concentration of Cvir = 9 . 7; and 
we ignore variations due to concentration which affect Aat the ~5% level. A 
related spin-proxy parameter, A1 , is based on a singular isothermal sphere 
(Bullock et al. 2001 ), and is :::: I I % smaller than A. 
We adopt a characteristic value 15 of (A. ) = 0.035 , along with 
a Ia log dis persion of 0.23 dex, based on a stud y of relaxed 
halos in a cosmological simulation with WMAP5 parameters, 
by M accio eta!. (2008). T he log-averaged numerical coefficient 
in Equation (14) then becomes 1460 km s- 1 kpc. Other recent 
studies are generall y consistent with these res ults at the level of 
~ 10%. The a = 2/ 3 ex ponent is also an explicit prediction of 
tidal torque theory (Shaya & Tully 1984; Heavens & Peacock 
1988) , and provides a reasonable approximation to the trends 
from direct calculations of} vir and M vir in N-body simulations 
(Antonuccio-Oelogu et a!. 20 I 0 ). 
Equation ( 14) can be considered as setting firm " initial 
conditions" for galaxies, characterizing their angular mome nta 
near the time of viri ali zation. This is shown schematically in 
panel (a) of Figure 17, which we have populated with toy-mode l 
"galax ies" consisting of primordia l halos of gas and OM. Their 
masses are drawn from a uniform logarithmic di stribution, and 
their angular mome nta from a lognormal distribution using U vir ) 
and a 10g j,,, as above. 
We next consider a series of idealized evolutionary steps that 
allow us to parameterize evolution in the j - M diagram. We 
ass ume that the baryo ns consist initially of gas that is well 
mixed with the dark matter of its parent halo, and that does 
not collapse within the halo until after the linear and translinear 
regimes of tidal torque when most of the angular momentum is 
acquired. The gas may then be assumed to have the same va lue 
of j as the ha lo, which we s how in panel (b) as a simple shift 
of the points to the left, according to a cosmological baryon 
fraction of /b = 0. 17 (Komatsu et a!. 20 II ). 
15 T h is is based on the average va lue of log A, but throughout thi s paper we 
use s horthand such as (A) and (j ) for log-averages. 
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In panel (c) we show what happens in a simple case where a 
fraction of the baryons form into stars, with a particular value 
of (f.) = 0.1, and a dispersion of a 10g f . = 0.15 dex. Again, j 
is assumed to be conserved, and the galaxies s hift to the left. 
It is also usually assumed, though not required by the di agram , 
that this process involves the formation of a thin stellar disk 
whose collapse was halted by the balance between gravity and 
centrifugal force. 
Our analysis does, however, assume that the baryon collapse 
extends all the way out to the halo virial radius. This con­
ventional assumption is at some level implausible since DM 
collapse and gas cooling are governed by different physical 
scales in s pace and time. A more generalized approach where 
the baryon collapse radius is allowed to vary will be considered 
in Section 6.3.2. 
Note that the f. parameter can take on a more general meaning 
of net stellar mass fraction relative to initial gas mass, which 
allows for stars that are accreted by or ejec ted from the galaxy. 
We will s hortl y di scuss a more refined model where f. varies 
systematically with mass, but for now we continue with our 
very simplified constant-f. model in order to consider its basic 
implications. 
Our next model ingredie nt is an idealized process of angular 
momentum loss, with no concomitant change in mass, which we 
quantify by a fractional} net retention factor ofjj. An example of 
such a process would be internal j transfer from the s tars to the 
DM halo. Given the parameters f. andjj, we may then translate 
thej-M relation (1 4) for DM halos to an equivalent one for the 
stellar components of galaxies: 
213 
}. = 2.92 x 104 f j f.- 213 A. ( ~· ) km s- 1 kpc, (15)
10 M0 
where again using the prediction for (A.), the numerical coeffi­
cient for (}.) becomes I 0 I 0 km s- 1 kpc. 
This relation is identical to our parameterized fit to the 
observational data with Equation (I I ), modulo the numeric al 
factors and the value for the exponent a. Since the observed 
}.-M. relation can be approximated with a = 213 and a 
normalization }0 , then we can express the diffe rence be twee n 
observation and theory through a combination of the parame te rs 
jj and f.: 
213io = 1010 (/j f.- ) kms- 1 kpc. (16) 
Equations (14)-(16) are simple but powerful , allowing us to 
connect the visible properties of galaxies to their invisible DM 
halos, using some basic parameters and assumptions. They 
also provide robust observational constraints on some essential 
characteristics of galaxy formation that are still far beyond the 
ability of raw theory to predict reliably. The average value of 
/j f.- 213 for a population of galaxies can be determined by 
observations as a strict constraint on theo ry. 
We can immediate ly use Equation ( 16) in combination with 
the observational results for Jo from Table 2 for fixed a = 213. 
We find that (/j f.- 213 ) ::::: 1.9 for Sb--Sm spiral s and :::::0.5 for 
e llipticals. For example, if we assumed an arbitrary (f.) = 0.2 
for both types of galaxies, then we would infer (/j) ::::: 0.65 
for spirals and :::::0.1 for elliptical s. This means a systematic 
difference in net angular momentum retention between the two 
galaxy types which, although there are many further details to 
work through below, will hold up as a basic resu lt of this paper. 
To derive firmer constraints onjj, we need to break the f.-jj 
degeneracy by introducing well-motivated values for f., for both 
spirals and ellipticals. We also need to consider the complication 
that f. cannot in reality have a simple, constant value , even on 
average. This is because the observed luminosity function of 
galaxies has a dramatically different s hape from the predicted 
mass function of DM halos (e.g., White & Rees 1978; White & 
Frenk 1991 ; Marinoni & Hudson 2002; Yang eta!. 2003; Moster 
eta!. 2010). Below the characteristic "knee" luminosity L *, the 
galaxies are observed to follow a s hallower slope than the DM 
mass function dNl dM ex: M - 2 , while at highe r luminosities, the 
observations are steeper than the predictions. The implication is 
that the fraction of luminous-to-dark matter declines rapidly for 
galaxies fainter and brighter than L*; i.e., assuming a constant 
fb, the function (f.)(Mvir) has a characteristic inverted U s hape. 
This empiric al trend is thought to be caused physicall y by 
various feedback effects that inhibit star formation and become 
increasingly important in the low- and high-mass regimes (such 
as stellar and supermassive black hole feedback, respectively; 
e.g., Lacey eta!. 1993; Cole eta!. 1994; Somerville & Primack 
1999; Bower et a!. 2006; Croton et a!. 2006). Regardless 
of the explanation, any self-consistent ACDM-based mode l 
must incorporate a strong, systematic mass dependence on star 
formation effic ienc y, (f.)(Mvir)­
One might be concerned that s uch a mass dependence would 
M 213transform an underlying j ex: relation for DM halos 
into something very different for the stellar components of 
galaxies, and quite unlike our observational results. To check 
this, we will modify our simple mode l above to allow for a 
varying function (f*)(Mvir) - Since this function is a tracer of 
undetermined baryonic physics during galaxy evolution, there 
is not yet any robust theoretical prediction for it, but fortunately 
it can be estimated empiric ally. This is done in an average 
sense through various techniques s uch as weak gravitational 
lensing, stacked satellite kinematics, and matching up the mass 
and luminosity functions mentioned above. 
There have been many studies that estimated (f.)(M vir), but 
few that did so separately for different galaxy types, which is 
important for our analysis. We therefore adopt the relations for 
(f. )(M.) derived by Dutto n eta!. (2010) . For the spiral galaxies, 
we use their relation for " late-type" galaxies: 
fo (M.IMo) 112 
(17)(f.)(M.) = [1 + (M. I Mo)] 1/ 2. 
Below a characteristic mass log (Mo l M0 )::::: 10.8, this relation 
has a dependence (f.) ex: M~ 1 2 . At higher masses, it approaches 
a constant, fo ::::: 0.33. Here we have converted the Dutton et a!. 
results to our definition of the virial mass and to our adopted 
stellar IMF, while using h = 0. 72. 
For elliptical galaxies, we adopt the Dutton eta!. relation for 
"early-type" galaxies: 16 
r. (M I M )0.15
(f.)(M.) = JO • o , ( 18) 
112 [I +(M. I M0 ) 2] 
where log (Mo l M0 ) ::::: 11.2, fo ::::: 0.14, and the asymptotic 
behaviors at low and high masses are (f. ) "'"' M.0· and 
(f.) "'"' M.- 0· 85 , respectively. One of the key features to note 
16 There has been very little work a long t hese lines for e lliptical and lenticular 
galaxie s separate ly, but there is some recent ev idence that the ha lo masses for 
these types are the sa me (Trujillo-Gomez et al. 20 I I ). Note also that the 
Dutton et al. relations were deri ved for so mewhat smaller mas s ranges than 
covered by our data , and that thei r ste llar mass determinations may not b e full y 
consistent with our methods. 
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here is that an e lliptical galaxy typically has a much lower va lue 
of f. than a spiral with the same stellar mass: i.e. , ellipticals 
inhabit systematically more massive DM halos, which in many 
~ 1013 M0cases extend up to "group" masses of Mvir and 
beyond (see also van Uitert eta!. 20 11 ). 
These (f.)(M.) relatio ns can be unique ly transformed to 
(f.)(Mv;,), a nd taken together define an inverted U-shaped 
trend as discussed above. The relations were constructed using 
a compilation of different literature results, which showed an 
encourag ing degree of mutual consistency, so we conc lude th at 
the average trends above are probably reliable at the ~50% 
(~0.2 dex) level. There may also be non-zero galaxy-to-galaxy 
variations in f. at a fi xed mass and type; the value of this scatter 
is less well es tablis hed, but recent analyses s uggest that it may 
be "'0.15 dex (Behroozi eta!. 2010; More eta!. 2011 ). We adopt 
this as our default value, which fortunately is smaller than the 
ex pected di spersion in halo spin of ::::::0.23 dex and so will not 
have much impact on our conclusions. 
Using these variable (f.)( Mv;,) relations to construct mock 
j.- M. data sets as before, we plot the res ults in panels (d) and (e) 
of Figure 17. For both spirals a nd ellipticals, we can see that 
the curvature in (f. )(Mvir) translates to systematic deviations in 
the j.- M. relation fro m a simple a = 2/ 3 power law. We will 
investigate how these deviations compare to real observations 
in the next sub section. 
Panels (d ) and (e) ofFigure 17 also demonstrate th at at masses 
I 0 11of M. ~ M0 , the ellipticals are predicted to have higher j. 
th an the spirals ofthe same mass, owing to their differences in f •. 
The more massive DM halos ofellipticals ought to provide larger 
virial-radius lever arms that lead to larger jv;,, and therefore 
larger j.- ifthey retain as mu ch fractional a ng ular momentum 
as spiral galaxies do. Therefore, the observed offset in j.- M. 
between spirals a nd ellipticals implies an even larger difference 
in (/j) than in the simple example above with fixed (f.) = 0.2. 
We will examine thi s apparent .IJ dic hotom y further in the next 
subsection. 
As a final illustrative exercise, we gener ate a mock data set for 
e lliptical galaxies as in panel (e), then adopt (/j ) = 0.1, with a n 
ass umed dispersion of a1ogfj = 0.15 dex. The results are plotted 
in panel (f), where we see th at the galax ies have coincidentally 
returned to nearly the originalj- M sequence for halos, modulo 
a little curvature and increased scatter. 
Figu re 17 thus shows how one could map the observed j.- M. 
properties of a population of galaxies (panel (f)) to a theoretical 
prediction for their halos (panel (a)), and recover some basic pa­
rame te rs desc ribing galaxy formation (see Equation ( 16)) . This 
formulation is closely related to a classic theoretical framework 
for the formation of spiral galaxy disks, whose observed sizes 
and rotation velociti es are generally consistent with the approx­
ima te conservation of primordial s pec ific angular momentum 
(/j """ 1; e .g. , Fall & Efstathiou 1980 ; Dalcanto n eta!. 1997; 
Mo eta!. 1998). However, our formulation is more general by 
including also the early-type galaxies, as well as the bulge com­
ponents within s piral galaxies (which we will discuss below). 
6.2. Investigating the Spread in j. 
Asjustdiscussed, the observed dichotomy between the j.- M. 
re la tions of spirals and ellipticals may impl y differenc es in their 
specific angular momentum retention, expressed he re by the 
factor jj. This interpretation is based on an implicit assu mption 
that the pare nt halos of both galaxy types had the same average 
'A . However, a natural halo-to-halo scatte r in 'A is expec ted, and 
one could ins tead imagine the other extreme case, in which jj 
is the same for the two galaxy types, while their halo)... values 
are syste maticall y different (e.g., Kashlinsky 1982; Blumenthal 
eta!. 1984; Catela n & Theuns 1996). In other words, spirals and 
ellipticals are draw n from the hi gh- and low-spin tails of the 'A 
di stribution, respectively. 
We call these two alternatives the "variable jj" and "spin­
bias" scenarios. In reality, a mixture of both scenarios may be 
present, which would be diffi cult to disentangle, but we can 
begin by investigating these two limiting cases in detail. Thus 
the aim of this sec tion is to test how consistent each of these 
cases is with the data. 
The reason we can make headway on this issue is th at there 
are predictions from ACDM not only fo r the average va lue 
of 'A, but also for its probability distribution, i.e ., a lognormal 
with a characteristic dispersion as discussed in Section 6.1 . 
We continue to focus on the spirals and ellipticals as the two 
inte restin g extremes of the observed j. range (at fi xed M.), a nd 
consider the lenticulars as intermedi ate either in .IJ or in 'A. 
We begin with the spin-bias scenario. If correct, adopting 
a constant jj value for a compl ete, unbiased galaxy sampl e 
would allow us to work backward to infer the underl ying 
'A di stribution, whi ch could then be comp ared to the theore tical 
predi ction. One mi ght think that we have alread y implicitl y 
carried out this test by examining the residuals from the observed 
j.- M. relation in Section 5.5 and Figure 16. However, that 
analys is did not acco unt for the differences in f. between 
diffe rent ga laxy types . 
We therefore proceed with a more direct comparison to theory 
by generating j.- M. model predictions for each galaxy type, 
and calculati ng the observed residuals with respect to these 
mode ls. We use Equation ( 15) w ith 'A = ('A) = 0.035, along with 
the empirical (f.)(M.) relations ( 17) and (1 8), a nd an ad hoc 
(/j) = 0.55, to predi ct a mean j.- M. relation for each galaxy 
type. We the n derive the residuals !1log j. by subtracting the 
mode l from the observations as in Equation ( 12). If the s pin-bias 
scena rio is correct, then the properl y re-weig h ted dis tribution of 
these residuals ought to follow a lognormal with dis persio n 
a1ogj. :::::: 0.27 (which acco unts for observational errors and the 
intrinsic scatter in f.). 
Figure 18 presents histo gram s of these residuals, both by 
separate galaxy types (top panel), and in combination (bottom 
panel), which uses a renormalizatio n by frequency of ga laxy 
types from the ATLAS30 sur vey, as in Section 5.5, We find 
that overall , the total di stributio n of l1j. has approximately 
the predicted width. However, the dis tribution in detail appears 
significantl y diffe rent from a lognormal: there is an excess of 
1ow-l1j. galaxies, and a mi ssing tail at hig h-£1j•. In partic ular, 
there are too many e lliptical galaxies in the nearby uni verse to 
be explained by the tail of low-spin halos. 17 
This histogram analys is appears to exc lude a simple spin-bias 
scenario, but there are some caveats, such as s mall sampl e sizes 
and the assu mption of perfect lognormali ty for the distribution 
of halo spins. We can make further progress by recognizing 
th at the scenario makes predictions for the j. residuals not 
only for all ga lax ies combined, but a lso as a function of mass. 
This is because 'A is not predi cted to depend on halo mass, 
while the relative frequencies of different galaxy types are 
observed to va ry s trongly. One can the n immediately see a 
serio us problem with the spin-bias scenario: at high masses, 
almost all of the galaxies are ellipticals, which sho uld thus be 
17 He rnandez et al. (2007) a lso found in attempti ng to infer halo ).. values for 
spi rals and e lliptica ls that an ad hoc resca ling of the e lliptica l va lues was 
requ ired in order to avo id a double-peaked ).. dist ribution. 
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Figure 18. Distributions of re sidua ls in the observed stellar specific angul ar 
mo mentum, with respect to the mean theoretical pred iction for ACDM halos , 
aft er assu ming a fixed )-retention parameter, fJ = 0 .55. As in Figure 16, red , 
green, and blue hi stog rams in the top panels show the residua ls for elliptical, 
lenticular, and spira l ga lax ie s, re spectively. T he bottom panel s hows the sa me 
distribution, reno rmalized for th e relative frequenc ies o f galax ies in the nearby 
uni verse. The curve s hows a predicted log norma l distributio n for comparison. 
The di stribution of residual s for spira l galax ies is narrower than expected from 
the di stribution o f halo spins, while the overall ga laxy distribution shows clear 
departures from the lognormal model (with an excess at low ). and a deficit at 
hig h ) .). 
(A color version o f thi s figure is availab le in the online jou rnal. ) 
an unb iased population representing the full range of halo spins 
(Dutton & van den Bosch 20 12 made a similar point for low­
mass clisk ga laxies). 
We inve stigate this issue in more detail by constructing a 
mock data set as in Figure 17, while this time incorporating a 
schematic model for s pin bia s. We now assume that all galaxies 
have /j = 0.45 , with the late types inhabiting the high-spin 
halos, and the early types the low-spin ones. Using the number 
densities of early and late types as a function of M. from 
ATLAS30 , we use the (f.)(M.) relations to translate this to 
the relative fraction s at fixed halo mass (which can be quite 
different from the fractions at fixed M.). We then randoml y 
draw a distribution of biased spin parameters for each galaxy 
type; e.g., ifspirals comprise 25 % of ga laxies at a given mass, we 
draw mock s pirals from the top quarter of the spin clis tribution. 
We also adopt a similar mass range and total numbe r of galaxies 
as in our real data sets. 
We show the resulting j.- M. mock data set in the left-hand 
panel of Figure 19, which can be compared to the real data in 
the middle panel. We see that the low-mass elli pticals could 
indeed be drawn from only the low-spin tail because of their 
rarity. However, at high masses the ellipticals are common and 
their predicted j. values are similar to the spirals. To salvage the 
spin-bias scenario would thus seem to require a mass-dependent 
bias, which seems epicyclic and therefore not appealing. 18 
18 T here may be reasons of stability for e llipticals to be dominant at high 
masses (e.g ., Dalcanton et al. 1997 ; van den Bosch 1998; Dutton & van den 
Bosch 2012), but thi s ostens ibly changes the morphology and not j •. 
The biasing idea can also be discredited by environmental 
considerations: there are strong observational correlations be­
tween environmental density and galaxy morphology, but as 
mentioned earlier, halo spins in theory depend only weakly on 
environment (which has some observational support in the case 
of disk ga laxies; Cervantes-Sodi eta!. 2008 ; Berta eta!. 2008). 
In addition, if we consider disks and bulges to be manifesta­
tions of the same j.- M. trend s as spiral and elliptical galax ies, 
then the coexistence of these subcomponents within the same 
galax ies provides a clear argument against halo spin bias. 
We next turn to the variable-jj scenario, where spirals and 
ellipticals are drawn from the same underlying distribution 
of halo spins, but the ir baryo nic components have systematic 
diffe rences in re taining j. Given that we know (f.) for eac h 
galaxy type, Equation (16) suggests that we can immediately 
use the observed j 0 normalization to infer (/j) . However, the 
situation is more complicated since (f.) varies with mass and 
therefore one does not expect an exact a = 2/ 3 for fixed jj 
(recall Figures 17(d) and (e)). 
As we did for the spin-bias scenario, we again construct mean 
j.- M. re lations for each galaxy type, while now leaving jj as a 
free parameter. Carrying out least-squares fits to the data, we find 
values of (/j ) = 0.56±0.03 and (/j ) = 0. 12±0.01 for the 
spiral and elli ptical ga laxies, respectively. The difference in (/j ) 
of a factor of4. 7 ± 0.8 is slightly larger th an the observed j.- M. 
re lative offset, as anticipated in the previous sec tion because of 
the differences in (f.) (e.g., Equation (1 6)). 
These (f·) values would be revised if systematic variatio ns in 
the stellar ~ass-to-light ratio were included when estimating the 
masse s of galax ies (Section 3.4). The general trend would be for 
the spirals to have higher values, perhaps approaching (/j) ~ I , 
but it is difficult to be precise without carefully accounting for 
similar details in the (f.) estimates. Alternatively, given the 
degeneracy betweenjj and f., the inferredjj dichotomy could in 
principle be an artifact of errors in our adopted values for (f.) . 
However, these errors would have to amount to a combined 
factor of ~5: e.g. , with true (f.) ~ 0. 1 for the s pirals along with 
~0.2 for the ellipticals, r ather than ~0.25 and ~0.1. 
The next step is to verify that these best-fit models provide 
reasonable representations of the data. We again construct mock 
data sets, using the new jj models (with 0. 15 dex of scatter in f.), 
and show the results in the right-hand panel of Figure 19. Here 
we see that, unlike the spin-bias model, these variable-jj models 
provide a re markably good match to the data. The c urvature of 
the predicted j.- M. relation turns out to be imperceptible, once 
we acco unt for observational errors, small-number s tatis tic s, 
and a limited mass range .19 Furthermore, the observed slope for 
the spirals is shallower than a = 2/ 3, which is predicted by the 
mode l. 
This comparison does not entirely s ucceed in accounting 
for the scatter about the j.- M. relations. As can be seen 
in Figure 19, the real observations appear to follow tighter 
trends th an predicted by our simple mode l, for both spirals and 
ellipticals. The mode l fits give rms scatte rs of a1og h = 0. 18 dex 
and 0.25 dex for the s pirals and e lli pticals, which is already less 
than the expected scatter of0.27 dex from A. and f. ,even without 
allowing for measurement errors, and scatter injj (see also the 
19 Future empirical e stimate s of j. and M. over a larger dynamic range could 
provide a strong test of constant~ sce narios. Given the observationa l difficulty 
of meas uring ). at hig h ma sses where the u nder) y mg halos pe rta in to entire 
ga laxy groups and clusters, the best prospect for improvem en t wou ld be to 
study lower-mass ga lax ie s, with log (M. j M o ) ,:S 9. 
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Figure 19. Ste llar speci fic angular momentu m vs. ste llar mas s, comparing mock data generated from ACDM-based mode ls (left - and rig ht-hand pane ls) to real data 
(middle panel). The mode l on the le ft includes halo spin bia s, while the mode l on the right a ssu mes systematic differences in angular momentum retention between 
spira ls and e llipticals. Blue open square s and red fill ed circ les show spirals and ellip ticals, respecti vely, with the solid blue and dott ed red lines showing the best-fit 
power la ws for the real data. T he relati on fo r halos is a lso shown for re ference as a gray dot-dashed line . T he mock data sets includ e intrinsic scatter in the parameters 
A and j . at a g iven ma ss, but nor observationa l errors. T he simple var iable-.lj mock data on the right resemble the real data , whil e the spin-biased model does not. 
(A color version o f thi s figure is ava ilable in the online journal.) 
hi stogram of spirals in the top panel of Figure 18, compared to 
the curve in the lower panel). 
One possible explanation for thi s reduced scatter is that the 
baryonic processes responsible for j loss could act as some kind 
of "attractor" to spec ific values of/j (cf. de Jong & Lacey 2000). 
Alternati ve ly, halo spin bias could be at work in a secondary 
rol e, even while /j variation is the primary effect. 20 
Our overall conc lusion is that the variable-/j model reproduces 
the }.- M. observations well in general, is fairly inse nsiti ve to the 
exact trend of (f. ) with mass, and does not require any additional 
va riation of (/j ) with mass. The s pirals appear to have been 
fairly efficient in preserving the spec ific angular momentum 
imprints of their parent halos, while elli pticals have lost the vast 
majority of theirs. 
This is a plausible scenario from a physical s tandpoint if 
we return to our proposed framework where all galax ies are 
composed of bulges and di sks (Figure 2 and Section 5.3). 
Unfortunately, we do not have (f.)(M.) relations for the bulges 
and disks themselves in order to directly derive their (/j) 
trends. However, given the similarities in j.- M. th at we found 
between these s ubcomponents and the galax ie s overall, it seems 
reasonable to suppose that bulges and disks have (/j ) "" 0. 1 
and "'-'0.6, respectively, and that these values are characteristic 
of two di s tinct modes of ga laxy evolution. 21 We will return to 
this topic in the next sec tion. 
Our conclusions about spiral galax ies echo similar findings 
in the literature, which have typically inferred (/j) "" 0.5- 0.6 
overall (e.g., Navarro & Steinmetz 2000; Dutton et a!. 2007; 
Burkert 2009; Dutton & van den Bosc h 20 12 ; Kassin eta!. 20 12). 
In particular, Dutton & van den Bosch (20 12) used a model 
parameterization similar to our (f. , /j ), and found that (/j ) is 
fairly constant over a wide mass range. Note that these authors 
used a parameterized mass model to fit the Tull y-Fisher re lation, 
which was then converted to an average } v;r- M vir relation. Our 
20 It ha s been s uggested that later-ty pe galax ies are biased to lower spin halos 
(D' Onghia & Burkert 2004). If correct, the net impact on the j. scatter is 
unclear, but one implication is that the.lj dichotomy between spirals and 
e lli ptica ls would be even larger than in our no -bia s scenario. 
2 1 One concern here is that for more bulge-do minated ga lax ies, one mi g ht 
expect the dis k-only (f. ) to be re latively low, and thus the dis k j . to appear 
relative ly high. However, the o bservations are so mewhat suggesti ve of the 
opposite trend , i.e., disk j. anti-correlati ng with B f T. 
approach works instead in the space of observables, }.- M. , 
which is more direct and trans parent while also allowing us to 
analyze galaxy-to-galaxy variations.22 
Our finding for the ellipticals is nove l, as ne ither the predic­
tions for }.- M. of ellipticals nor their subsequent /j inferences 
have been well s tudied before now. We have not carried out a 
comparable analys is on lenticulars since the constraints on them 
are less certain. Qualitatively speaking, their observed log}. 
normalization is between the other two ga laxy types, which for 
plausible va lues of (f.) implies (fj) va lues that are intermediate 
to those for the s pirals and ellipticals. In addition, there may be 
two subpopul ations of lenticulars as di scussed in Section 5.4, 
with low and high (/j) . 
There are two interesti ng implicatio ns about these finding s. 
One is th at th at we now have a remarkably simple and successful 
framework for describing and connecting some of the mos t 
fundamental properties of ga laxies. The observable galaxies 
may be connected to their unobservable host halos using }. 
and M. along with some relative ly basic parameters/j and f •. 
Such a model may appear implausibly oversimplified in the light 
of our ever-expanding awareness of the complexities of galaxy 
formation physics, but for some reason it seems to work. 
The other implication is that these parameters may give 
us insight into the formation of di sks and bulges, and into 
the origins of the Hubble seque nce. To illus trate this point, 
we use our modeling procedures as described above to work 
backward and estimate f. and /j values for individual galax ies. 
The outcome is shown in Figure 20, where one s hould focu s on 
the averag e results for each galaxy type, since no attempt was 
made to model the scatter in f. and A. 
The general picture that we obtain is that spiral and elliptical 
galax ies are c lumped around two regions of parameter space: 
(f., /j) "" (0.25 , 0.55), and ""(0. 1, 0. 1), respectively. Whatever 
processes formed and shaped these galaxies were efficient 
22 As a consistency check, we a lso take a s lightly different app roach and make 
a model prediction for the mean re lation between size and rotation ve locity for 
spira ls (cf. Mo et al. 1998 ; Burkert & D'Onghia 2004). We adopt a va lu e of 
(f.) = 0 .56, and rather than assuming so me fu nction (j. )(M.), we relate the 
disk rotation and the viria l c ircular velocity by Vs ~ 1.2vvir· Given 
(A) = 0 .035, there is a linear re lation pred icted between Vs and a e, which we 
show in the rig ht-hand panel of Figure 12. To zeroth order, thi s prediction 
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Figure 20. Specific angular mo ment um retention f raction p lotted again st s te llar 
mas s fraction , as inferred for i nd ivi dua l galaxies, w ith sy mbo ls as in Fig u re 19 . 
The dott ed d iagona l line is the one -to-one re lation , and the gray double arrow 
show s the di rection o f the u ncertainties as driven by the fJ ex j;13 degeneracy. 
The width of the s haded region arou nd fJ = I corresponds to the scatter in 
spi n expected for ACDM ha los . The black arrows s how schematic vectors from 
I: I and I : 10 mergers , a s d iscussed in Section 6.3. T he spira l and e lli pt ical 
galaxie s occupy d istinct reg ions of the d iagra m, w hile a simple mode l implies 
that converting sp ira ls into e llipticals would require a very large amount o f 
growth th rough ~ I :3 merg ers. 
(A color vers ion o f th is figure is ava ilable in the online j ou rna l.) 
at both forming stars and retaining total specific angular 
momentum for the spirals, and inefficient for the e llipticals. 
As discussed in Section I , early cosmologically based sim­
ul atio ns struggled to reprodu ce such hi gh /j values fo r spirals, 
finding typ icall y /j """' 0.0 1-0. 1, which wa s later reali zed to 
be due in part to numerical artifacts, and in part to inadequate 
feedback recipes. Feedback could be pa rtic ularly important fo r 
slowing down gas collapse a nd star fo rmatio n so that the ba ryons 
are not affected by torque-driven j transfer du ring earl y merg­
ers (Wei! et a!. 1998; Sommer-Larsen et a!. 2003 ; Hummels 
& Brya n 20 12 ; Scann apieco eta!. 20 12). However, whatever 
ph ysical processes are now invoked to explain the /j values of 
spirals must simultaneously allow for much lower /j in ellipti­
cals (e.g., by hav ing less efficient feedback; Zavala eta!. 2008; 
Scann apieco et a!. 2008). 
6.3. Physically Motivated Models for Galaxy Evolution 
Now that we have derived a comprehensive framework for 
connecti ng j.- M. observations with simul ated AC DM halos, 
and the reby derived generic constraints on specific ang ular 
momentum retention,/j (Fig ure 20) , we will work thro ug h so me 
case studies of plausible physical processes in galaxy formatio n 
and evolu tio n. These cases are not meant to be exhaustive, nor to 
provide immedi ate ammunition for current debates about galaxy 
formatio n, but to serve as practical exampl es of how the j - M 
diagram can be used as a too l to furnish physical insight. The 
models invo lved will treat /j and f. as covariant parameters, 
unlike in the previous sections whe re for sim plicity they were 
independent. 
A general constraint to keep in mind is th at for eac h ga laxy 
type,/j is approximately constant as a function of mass, incl ud­
ing little addi tio na l scatter, which acco unts for the observedj- M 
re la tions appearing so simil ar to those for theoretical OM ha­
los. Any model for angular momentum evolution should explain 
why galaxies appear to remember sofaithfully the overall initial 
conditions oftheir parent halos. 
T he challenge of this /j constancy has been recognized previ­
ously for disk galaxies. There are a variety of physical mecha­
nisms during galaxy evolution th at could involve j transfer (e.g., 
gas cooling and feed back), but unlike gravitatio nal c lustering, 
these baryo nic processes (and the res ul ti ng /j values) are ex­
pected to depend stro ngly on mass, whi ch appears to require 
so me degree of fine tuning to reconcile with the observations 
(e.g. , Dutton & van den B osch 2012). O ur inc lus io n ofearly-type 
galax ies in this framework, with near-constant/j , deepens the 
mystery: the re are now two fine-tuning conspiracies to explain . 
Here we emphasize again a di stinction fro m comparisons 
between internal di stribu tions with radius ofj for s tars and OM 
halos (e.g. , Bullock et a!. 200 1; van den Bosch et a!. 200 1; 
Maller eta!. 2002; Sharma & Steinmetz 2005). As mentioned 
in Section I, there is a mple reason to expect redi stribution of}. 
to occ ur within the baryonic component of a galaxy and thereby 
violate strong} conservatio n. However, this does not affect our 
examinatio n of weak conservation, where the overall va lue of j 
may re main ro ughly the same (assuming negligible transfer ofj 
between baryons and OM). 
We may reduce the potenti al explanatio ns for the systema tic 
difference in /j between spirals and e llipticals into two basic 
scenarios, which we will examine before summariz ing the 
overall picture . One general scenario is an internal angular 
momentum bias, where high- and low-}. galax ies were formed 
fro m parts of their available gas suppl y that had preferentiall y 
hi gh or low }. T he other is th at these galaxies experienced 
systematic di ffe rences in ang ular momentum trans port after star 
formation, and during s ubsequent galaxy assembl y phases . 
Below, Section 6.3. 1 di sc usses outflow a nd stripping scena r­
ios, Section 6.3.2 considers biased collapse, and Sectio n 6.3.3 
examines mergers. Section 6.3.4 s urveys the plausibility of these 
evolu tiona ry modes in the light of the j.- M. observations. 
6.3.1. Outflows and Stripping 
One example of the fi rs t scenario involves gas outflows, 
whether caused by galactic winds or by some other mechanism. 
Let us a ss ume th at the baryo ns in a galaxy collapse into a thin 
di sk whil e preserving the total s pecific ang ular mome ntum , 
i.e., /j = I (recall Figure 17(b)) . The local s pecific angular 
momentu m within the di sk, }g(R) ex: R Vro1(R ), is assumed 
to increase mo notonically with galactocentric radius, which is 
un avo idable if the gas fo llows corotating c irc ular orbits (the 
rotation-velocity profile cann ot decrease any more rapidl y tha n 
Ke plerian, while the lever arm R in the j calculation increases 
linearly). 
Befo re ma ny stars form, an outflow begins whi ch we param­
eterize by a mass loss that is proportiona l to the gas surface 
density to some unk nown power f3: 
(19) 
Because the gas is pres umed to settle into a confi guration where 
the de nsity increases toward the center (e .g., an exponentia l 
profile), the parameter f3 translates in to a biased removal of gas 
fro m different disk radii, whi ch in turn means de pletion of gas 
parcels with systematically di ffe re nt}g­
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Figure 21. Sche matic evoluti on o f ga laxies in specific angular momentu m and mass, as in Figure 17 , but now considerin g evolution through gas outfl ows, stripping , 
and bia sed baryon collapse, and ga laxy mergers. Pane l (a) shows initia l conditions for pre-collapse ga s (dots), and possible evolutionary vectors from o utflows and 
stripping (arrow s ; see the text for detail s) . Panel (b ) shows the collapse of ga s and formation of stars at some initial reds hift z;, preservi ng the j . - M. values until a fi na l 
red shift zo (black arrow to the left, with dots illustrating a popul ation of galax ies) . T he halo grows until red shi ft zo with no fu rther star formatio n (black arrow to u pper 
right). At zo , the expected trend with perfect j conservation is the do tted line, and net values for f . and jj wou ld be inferred using the leftward and down ward gray 
arrows, re spectively. Pane l (c) shows initial conditio ns for DM ha los a s gray dots, and sc hematic vectors o f evolution through mergers (gray arrows): mass growth (to 
the rig ht), specific ang ul ar mo mentum decrease through cancellation of the spin components (down ward), and increase throug h the orbital component (upward ). T he 
net evolution is a black diagonal arrow to the upper right. The upper dotted track marks the initia l conditions for stellar di sks, and the blue dots show dis ks a ft er having 
undergo ne fou r I: I mergers each. The upper black curved vector illustrates the ty pical evolution of a ga laxy, with each black dot marking the beg inning of a di sc rete 
merger event. The lower black curved vector s hows the sa me for a serie s of I: 10 mergers (note that for clar ity, the curved vectors are arbitrarily shi fted relati ve to the 
fJ = I starti ng poi nt for the DM vector) . In both cases, after the ma ss ha s grow n by a factor of ~2, the orbital j . do minates the evolution , moving merger remnants 
along a j. - M. track parallel to, but lower than, the initia l di sk trend. 
(A color vers ion o f th is figure is available in the on line journal.) 
To analyze thi s scenario further, we now introduce Figure 2 1, 
which like Figure 17 illustrates schematic vec tors of mass and 
angular momentum evolution, but now extends to more specific , 
physically moti vated processes . In Figure 2 1(a), the hori zo ntal 
arrow to the left illus trates an outflow with f3 = 0: the gas 
everywhere in the di sk is deple ted by an equal fraction, and its 
initial specific angular momentum is preserved, while its mass 
decreases. If f3 > 0, then the outflows occur prefere ntially in the 
high-density, central regions that have relati vely low }g, and so 
the overall}g for the ga laxy increases (diagonal arrow toward the 
upper left; cf. Binney eta!. 200 I; Maller & Dekel 2002; Sharma 
eta!. 20 12). If f3 < 0, then the mass loss is preferentially from 
the outer regions, and the overall }g decreases (diagonal arrows 
toward the lower left) . Thus, outflows could in principle produce 
e ither a net increase or decrease in jj . 
It should be kept in mind that these outflows represent 
only material that is launched completely out of the galaxy, 
never to return. Other types of outflows may also occur, where 
gas is expelled outward but remains bound and fa lls inward 
again, as in a galactic fountain (e.g., Brook et a!. 20 12) . 
However, such internal processes might alter only the detai led 
distribution with radius of j , and not affect the overall value 
which concerns us here (see the di scussion above of weak 
and strong} conservation). More complex scenarios could also 
be considered, where fountain material interacts with halo gas 
and exchanges angular mome ntum (e .g., Melioli et a!. 2009; 
Marinacci eta!. 2011), leading to shifts in j. for the stellar disk 
that eventually form s. 
A mechanism related to gas outflows is galaxy stripping 
through gravitational interactions with other ga laxies in a de nse 
environment. Here the effects on j. and M. depend on whether 
the tidal stripping occurs before or after the gas collapses. If a 
galactic halo is tidall y stripped before the gas collapses (e.g. , 
Larso n et a!. 1980), the n the reservoir of Mg and }g available 
for collapse is depleted in a manner that depends on the internal 
di stribution of these quantities. F83 adopted some plausible 
di stributions and worked out the resulting j - M changes: we 
will not repeat the analysis here, but merely show the equi valent 
evolutionary vectors as the three arrows in Figure 2 1(a) pointing 
downward to the left. 
There are two key features to note with the gaseous stripping 
arrow s. One is that unlike outflows, this stripping can only 
decrease fJ ({3 < 0) since it acts solely on the outer regions. 
The second is that plausible }-loss vectors are accompanied 
by subs tantial mass loss, which means that it is fairly difficult 
to move galaxies away from the initial j - M sequence. This 
conclusion is supported by N-body simulations ofACDM halos, 
which find that the e nvironme ntal depende ncies of halo A. are 
fairly weak (Zurek et a!. 1988; Lemso n & Kauffmann 1999; 
Reed et a!. 2005 ). 
If instead the stripping occurs after the gas collapse, then j 
and M decrease for the DM but not for the baryo ns. This leads 
to e levated values of fJ and f., which could be inves tigated 
through observational constraints on M vir for field galax ies in 
comparison to sate lli te galaxies in massive groups. 
6.3. 2. Biased Collapse 
There is another scenario that is functionally equivalent in the 
j - M diagram to outflow or stripping, but which merits spec ia l 
attention. Here we consider a spatially biased s ubcomponent of 
the initial gas which collapses and form s stars. Rather than our 
default assu mption of uniform efficiencies f. and jj throughout 
the virial region, we a ss ume that stars form preferenti all y in the 
inner regions of the halo, while the outer reg ions re main largely 
gaseous and form re latively few stars. 
This scenario was introduced by Fall (2002) and is moti vated 
by the higher densities, and thus overall gas di ssipation rates 
(through cooling and cloud colli sions), in the inner regions. 
The consequent s patial bi as in star formation can also be 
unders tood as a temporal bias, if one considers an idealized 
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onion-shell model wherein ga laxies form by inside-out collapse, 
wi th viri alization a nd star formati o n occurring first in the central 
regio ns (cf. van den Bosc h 1998 ; Kepner 1999). Even in more 
realis tic, hi erarc hical galaxy models, it is uncontroversial that a 
large fraction of the baryons within a galaxy halo at any give n 
time will not yet have form ed stars, a nd are located prefere ntiall y 
at larger radii. The stars observed in a galaxy at z = 0 will have 
formed on average at higher reds hifts, and from gas that was 
more centra lly confined th an the z = 0 viri al volume . 
Because j for a ACDM halo is ex pected to increase system­
aticall y with both in ternal radius and time, the above biasing 
scenario implies that j. for a galaxy will be lower th an its total} 
(including OM). Such a bi as ing framework was used by Kassin 
et a!. (20 12) to connect observed di sk galax ies with simul ated 
AC DM halos, and thereby infer a radius of baryo nic collapse . 
Here we outline a generic toy model of collapse bias, to under­
stand its implications in the context of j-M evolution vectors. 
For simplicity, we adopt a step-func tion mode l where at 
an initi al redshi ft Zi, all of the gas within the viri al radius 
instantaneously collapses and forms stars with perfect efficiency 
and angul ar mo mentum conser vati on (f. = /j = 1), and 
subseque ntl y no s ta r fo rmation occ urs (f. = 0) . This scenario 
is illustrated by Figure 2 l (b), where Zi marks the initi al halo 
parame ters. The leftward arrow shows the formation of the 
stars, wi th j .-M. parameters that are preserved until zo = 0. 
The di ago nal arrow to the upper right shows the subsequent 
evolutio n of the ha lo. Because the halo continues to grow in 
M and j, the net values of f. and jj for the s ta rs will decrease 
with time, which is illustrated by the gray arrows which are the 
infere nces made by connecting the final conditio ns of the halo 
and s tars. 
This biasing scena rio might seem to provide a tidy alternative 
for under standing ga laxies that have apparently experienced 
baryo nic angul ar mome ntum loss . However, it is im portant to 
realize th at s uch biasing cannot explain jus t any arbitrary set of 
j.- M. observations. For exampl e, the vec tors in Fig ure 2 l(b) 
were constructed to represent a ty pical early-type ga laxy with a 
net f.= 0. 1 at z = 0, which turns out to have a net /j = 0.22, 
i.e., not reproducing the apparent (/j) "" 0.1 fro m observati ons. 
No te tha t thi s model had a n initi al f . = I , but in reality, we 
expect an ini tial f . < I , which wo uld increase the di screpancy. 
We will di scuss this scenario further in Section 6.3.4 ; for 
now, it serves as an important illustratio n of how constructing 
ph ysically motivated vector s in the j.- M. diagr am can provide 
tight constraints on possible evolu tionary scenarios. 
6.3.3. Mergers 
We next consider galaxy merging following star forma tio n, 
which is likely to be more importa nt for ellipticals th an for 
spirals. The mass of a galaxy increases thro ugh a me rger, 
while its fina l j is determined by the vector s um of three 
initial j compone nts (the internal j fo r the two progenitor 
galax ies, and the ir relative orbital }), as well as by any excha nge 
of j with the environme nt (e.g., between the stars and the ir 
surro unding OM halos). The random relative orientations of the 
first two compone nts will cause them to partiall y cancel o ut, 
which contribu tes a net decrease to j. That is, after N equal­
mass mergers, there will be ave rage tre nds fo r the remnant of 
J ex: N 112 and M ex: N, and therefore j ex: N - 112 (Fall 1979; 
Aarseth & Fall 1980). The orbital} and the j exchange processes 
are more difficul t to model a priori. 
The effects of mergers on OM halos have been studied 
extensively through numerical simul ations, resulting in a genera l 
picture where major mergers tend to "spin up" the ha los, while 
minor mergers and smooth accretio n te nd to spin them down 
(e.g. , Gardner 2001 ; Maller e t a!. 2002; Yitv itska eta!. 2002; 
Pe irani et a!. 2004; D' Onghia & Burkert 2004; Hetznecker & 
Burkert 2006). G iven th at the }vir-Mvir relatio n is scale free a nd 
has a normalizatio n that is expected to change only gradu ally, if 
at all, with time (e.g. , Navarro & Steinmetz 1997), we conclude 
th at for indi vidual halos, the co-addition of the above processes 
mus t a moun t to a random walk that takes them on average along 
the }vir-M vir sequence. 
We illustrate this process in Figure 21 (c) wi th a schema tic 
evolutionary vector for ga la xy halos, broken down into sub­
components of}vir and Mvir c hanges .23 Do ubling the mass should 
typically inc rease }vir by a factor of 2213 = 1.6. 
The effects of mergers on the stellar compone nts of galax ies, 
which have collapsed by large factor s within the ir OM halos, 
are so mewhat diffe rent. Qualitatively s peaking, it is a generic 
d ynamical requirement th at the stars shed some of their orbita l 
angular mo mentum, via tidal torques or dynamical friction, in 
order to coalesce into a bound merger re mnant (e.g ., Frenk et a!. 
1985 ; Z urek et a!. 1988 ; Bar nes 1988 ; D ' Onghi a eta!. 2006). 
More quantita tively, we may make an initia l, plausible guess 
th at the " final pass" of the merger before coalescence invol ves 
an impact parameter and re lative velocity that are similar to the 
stellar scale length and circul ar velocity of the larger proge nitor. 
This wo uld mean tha t the smaller progeni tor wo uld bring in a n 
orbital }.,2 of a similar magnitude to internal }.,1 of the larger 
progeni tor (i.e., 111. = }. ,2 M. ,2 "" }. , 1 M. ,2)· 
We sketc h o ut some implicatio ns of this kind of merger 
evolution in Fig ure 2 1(c) . Starting wi th galaxy disks randoml y 
selected a long the medi an j.- M. trend as in Figure 17(c) 
(adopting a simple f . = 0. 1 model with scatter inc luded fo r 
halo A.), we appl y a sequence of four mergers to each di sk. Eac h 
merger has a 1: 1 mass ratio, and the relative vec tors of interna l 
j. and orbi tal j. a re selected ra ndo ml y (this is simila r in spi rit 
to the orbital-merger model of Malle r eta!. 2002). The blue dots 
show the end res ult after the merger sequence, a nd the upper 
arrow s hows the median tre nd for a single galaxy, with blac k 
dots marking the discrete merger events . No te that at this point, 
the series of four I : I events is meant as a thou ght ex periment 
and not necessaril y as a like ly me rger hi story. 
After an initial decrease of j . in the first merger fro m 
cancellati on ofthe in ternal spin vectors, the orbi tal j . dominates 
the evolutio n of the merger remnant (e.g. , Aarseth & Fall 1980; 
Hetznecker & Burkert 2006; thi s also means that the results 
hardl y change if the "accreted" galax ies are low-} . s pheroids 
ra ther than di sks as we have ass umed here) . Because the orbital 
j . term is ass umed to be similar to the di sk j .-M . trend, the 
fina l trend for the merger remnants parallels the di sk trend, 
while being offset to lower j. by a fac tor of "'2 ( "'-0.3 dex). 
Referring back to Figure 17, this correspo nds to an e ffecti ve 
angul ar mo mentum loss term of /j "" 0.5. The distribu tion of 
the offset is a lso s hown by a hi stogram in Figure 22. 
We have carried out the same exercise for a series of I: I0 
mergers, with a media n trend shown by the lower vec tor in 
Fig ure 21 (c) . The resul t is similar to the 1: 1 case, with orbi tal 
j . dominating the evolutio n after the galaxy grows in mass by a 
2 3 In t he merg i ng o f D M ha los, the resulting angular momentum a nd mass are 
not the simp le s um of those properties from t he p rogenitors. T he combinatio n 
of the two v i rial regio n s in a merger increases the density w ithin a fixed 
physical radius, but a lso increases the volume of t he vi ria l region, so that more 
of t he su rro und in g materia l fa ll s u nder the gravitati onal sway o f the t wo 
galaxies together. A I: I merger typically increases M vir by a factor o f ~2.3; 
s imil ar effects app ly to ) vir· 
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Figure 22. D istributions o f specific angu lar momentu m res iduals, re lative to the 
mean trend for spira l d isks, using the sa me ana lysis as in Figu re 21 (c) . The right 
histogram shows the d isk initial cond i lions . The middle and left h istograms s ho w 
merger rem nants after hav ing grown by a factor of 16 in ma ss, for I : I and I: I0 
mergers, respecti vely. The j. d istrib utio n has a smal ler mean and d ispersion for 
the I : 10 mergers than for the I: I mergers . 
(A color vers ion o f th is figure is ava ilabl e in the online jou rna l.) 
fac tor of ~2. However, the final ). trend is now lower than the 
disks by a factor of~6 (~-0.8 dex; /j ~ 0.1 5), with less scatter 
than in the 1: 1 case (see Fig ure 22 agai n). T hese differences arise 
because there is less stochastici ty with the 1: 10 mergers, where 
ra ndo m-walk effects tend bo th to wash out va riations a nd to 
dilute the orbi tal contribu tions to ) • . 2 4 A more realistic mixture 
of multiple mergers with varying mass ratios would presum ably 
produce a). distribu tion with a peak intermediate to our 1:1 and 
I: I 0 scenarios, and with a larger scatter. 
T hese calculations are laden with simpli fy ing assumptions 
and could easily be wrong by a factor of two in ) •. However, 
they are meant to illustrate some possible implications of merger 
activity in a hierarchical context. First of all , it is plausible that 
spheroids with a merger origin would follow a j.- M. relation 
that is paralle l to that of spiral disks, but offset to lower ). by a 
factor of a few.25 Second, the scatter in ). introduced by random 
merging may be relatively s mall. 
T hese two resul ts in our toy model are both drive n by the 
dominant contributions of orbital ) • . Similar points were made 
by Fall (1 979) a nd by Zurek et al. (1 988), in the latte r case 
based on the prediction that A would be fai rly constant with 
radius inside DM halos. T he stars that condense at the center of 
a halo, and then pa rticipate colli sionlessly in its merger his tory, 
2 4 T h is scenario has so me para lle ls to d iscuss ions in the literature about the 
systematic relations between angular momentu m and merger histor ies, and the 
implications for the observed propertie s of ga lax ies (e.g ., D'Ong hia & Burkert 
2004 ; Vitvitska et al. 2002; Prim ack 2005; D 'Onghia & Navarro 2007; Sharma 
et a l. 2012). However, those studies d id not a lways make a clear d istinctio n 
between the d iffering merger dynamics of DM ha los and of their embedded 
ste llar components . 
25 More ge nerally, a similar slope would p resu mably be dr iven by any merger 
history th at involves a scale-free mas s spectru m of progen itors. This is a ba sic 
property o f ACDM ha los, but is incorrect at so me level for stellar galax ie s, 
owing to th e strong b reak in their lu minosity function. 
would naturally follow the same j - M scaling relatio ns as the 
overall halos, modulo a s maller scale le ngth in converti ng fro m 
A to j (in Equation ( 13 ), lE I is inverse ly proportional to the 
radius). 
6.3.4. Evalua ting the Possibilities 
We now s tep back and consider how well the preceding 
evolutiona ry scena rios (outflows, s tripping, collapse bi as, and 
mergers) mesh with the observational constra ints (Figures 14 
and 20). The idea is to find a vector (or combination of vectors) 
that connects up the well-established endpoints in the j - M 
di ag ram: the ACDM halo initi al conditions and the z = 0 
galaxy observations. It s ho uld however be reme mbered that the 
focus of this paper is not to solve long-standing questio ns about 
galaxy evolutio n which may require a detai led understanding 
of the physics involved. Instead, o ur more modest goals are to 
illustrate how the j - M diag ra m can be used in practical terms 
as a constraint on theory, while looking for any hints as to the 
viability of vario us scenarios. 
Recent work in numerical simulations of disk galaxy forma­
tion has emphasized how o utfl ows might remove low-)g mate­
rial, which counte racts) loss thro ugh tidal torques during galaxy 
collapse, and mai ntains a high net level of/j (e.g. , Brook et al. 
2011; G uedes et al. 2011). We could then imagine that the di f­
ferences between spiral and elliptical galaxies originate fro m 
the s pirals having much stronger outflows at early times. 
This o utfl ow scenario implies more mass loss in s pirals a nd 
so would initially seem to work the wrong way in explaining 
the f. differe nces-but there could be other factors besides gas 
depletion that affect f •. It is beyond the scope of this paper to 
explore this scenario in detail , but we e mphasize that the foc us 
on reproduc ing /j and f. for spirals needs to expand to include 
simulta neously the constraints fro m ellipticals, beyond these 
being nuisance factors that represent fai led disks. 
We have alread y discussed how stripping before baryonic 
collapse is not expected to produce large changes in the 
observable j.- M. relatio ns, which may indeed be part of the 
reason that there is not more scatter in these re latio ns.26 T here 
is also a more obvious constraint that both spira ls and ellipticals 
exist in the field and in clus ters, so present-day environment 
cannot be the unique driver of morphology and ) evolution. 
Collapse bias is an appealing possibility because it wo uld pro­
vide a natural expla nation for the positive corre lation between 
f. and /j as in Figure 20. In this scenario, e lliptical galax ies 
would cease to build up both M. and ). at re la tively early times, 
with the rema ining baryonic M and) at late times either residing 
in a hot gas halo or having been blown o ut into intergalactic 
space. Spiral galax ies would have more protracted star forma­
tion histo ries that increase M. and ). monotonically with time. 
Besides explai ning the relative positions of e llipticals a nd 
spirals in the j.- M. diagram , this scenario a lso fits in natu­
ra lly with the observation that the stars in spira ls are on average 
muc h younger than those in ellipticals. T here may be addi­
tional implications if one connects the baryon collapse to the 
overall halo collapse, which has a well-understood theoretical 
underpinning. At a given z = 0 mass, some halos should have 
collapsed earlier than others, leading to their DM dis tributions 
being more centrally concentrated . Given a fixed A, the cen­
tral DM and associated stars wo uld the n have relatively low j 
26 T here is one case where severe stripp ing h as apparently led to a large 
red uction in j .: NGC 4486B , which is a low- j. outlier in Fig ure 14, and is 
d iscussed in Romanowsky et al. (20 12). T his "compact elliptical" is a fa irly 
rare type of galaxy. 
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va lues. Since ha lo collapse time is correlated strongly with e n­
viro nmental density, one would then expect the low- j. galaxies 
to reside preferentiall y in hi gh-density enviro nments- whi ch is 
indeed what is found observatio na lly (th rough the traditional 
morphology-density re la tion). 
A potential problem with thi s scenario is that it does not 
appear by itself to be capable of explaining the apparent deficit 
of j. in ellipticals, as disc ussed in Section 6 .3.2. More detailed 
analys is wo uld be needed to see if halo concentration makes a 
di ffe rence, and to unde rs ta nd the baryonic physics of why early­
collapsing galaxies wo uld also sh ut dow n their star for matio n 
more drastically tha n late collapsers. In addition to collapse bias , 
other effects may also need to be invol ved, such as a bias to low 
spin for their halos, or a component of real j loss. 
T he merger scenario is a common explanation for elli pticals, 
since it acco un ts for spheroidal morphologies thro ugh violent 
re laxation (Toomre 1977 ), and because there is strong obse r­
vational evidence for some elliptical galax ies actively fo rming 
thro ugh mergers (e.g., Ro thberg & Joseph 2006). Our toy-model 
analysis suggests that the overall effect of mergers is to reduce 
the j. of the re mnant re lative to an ini tial j.- M. trend for disks, 
while the combina tion of multiple mergers may move the rem­
nants pa rallel to th at trend (Fig ure 2 1 (c)) . T hi s might provide a 
natural explanation for the observed j.- M. trend for e llipticals: 
the slope, scatter, and offset relative to disks. Note that it is 
no t entirely clear in thi s context why the s piral bul ges a nd the 
ellipticals wo uld follow the same j.- M. tre nds. 
A more quanti tative comparison of our model to the obse r­
vations allows us not onl y to constrain the typ ical mass ratios 
in mergers (as F igure 22), bu t also to infer the amo unt of mass 
growth in ellipticals since their ass umed primordi al di sk pha se . 
We do so by mapping o ur toy-model vec tors for mergers in 
the key fr f. di agra m (Figur e 20), starting fro m ini tial condi­
tions similar to present-day spirals (f. = 0.25, /j = 0.6) , and 
requi ring th at they terminate at (f. = 0. I , /j = 0. 1 ). 
Recalling that M vir growth slightly outpaces M. gr owth we 
find th at reducing f. by a factor of2.5 req uires a very lo ng series 
of mergers, with a fi nal growth factor of "'100 in M. and "--300 
in M vir · Consideratio n of the jj constrai nt then suggests a typical 
merger mass ratio of "' I :3. Suc h "maj or mergers" seem like 
a reasonable pathway to forming elliptical galax ies, althoug h 
recent work s uggests a more dominant r ole for minor mergers 
(e.g.,"'1: 10; Naab eta!. 2009; Bezanso n eta!. 2009; Khochfar 
eta!. 2011 ; Oser eta!. 2012 ; Joha nsso n eta!. 2012 ; Lackner 
et a!. 20 12), whic h is motivated in part by explaining trend s in 
size evolution, and is also supported by the observed shapes 
of rotation-velocity profiles (see Sectio n 5.2 and Arnold et a!. 
2011 ).27 
T hi s apparent te ns ion is not of great concern since our 
c ur rent res ults involve signi fica nt observational uncerta inties 
and a crude model for the merging vectors in Figure 21 (c) , 
while not taking proper acco unt of the redshi ft dependence of 
virial q uantities . Our analys is of the observed j.- M. relatio ns 
may also have underestimated the importance of systematic 
variations in the stellar mass-to-light ratio (Sections 3.4 and 5 .2) , 
which mi gh t im ply better agreeme nt with a minor-merger 
27 In more deta il, the fast- and slow-rotator s ubcategor ies of e lliptica ls 
(Section 4.2) are often tho ug ht to orig inate in di ffere nt merger h istorie s, such 
as bin ary versu s multiple merg er s (e. g ., B urkert et al. 2008 ; Bois et al. 201 1). 
Our d iscussion concern s primarily the fast rotators, sin ce these repre sent t he 
vast maj ority of e ll ipticals , and in add ition , our }. con stra ints for the s low 
rotators are less certa in. However, a s discussed in Sections 5. 2 and 5. 3 , we 
detect no syste matic d iffe rence in j . - M. space between t he t wo galaxy types, 
suggesting that they may have re lat ively s imilar merger his tories after all. 
scenario. In any case, these exercises are intended to ill ustrate 
conceptuall y the kinds ofconstrai nts that are possible with more 
carefu l modeling. 
A me rger scena rio may successfully explain the j.- M. prop­
erties ofellipticals, but it sho uld be reme mbered tha t in a cosmo­
logical context, all galaxies inc lud ing spirals should experience 
a conti nuo us rai n of accreting obj ects . Even if spira l galaxies 
have systematically avo ided the most extreme merger events, 
they will have sti ll experienced events in the "' I : 10 range (e.g., 
Kauffma nn & White 1993 ; Stewart eta!. 2008 ; Fakhouri eta!. 
2010) , whic h as s hown in our toy models could signi fica ntly 
reduce j •. A more detailed a nalysis of j.- M. evolu tio n within 
a cosmological framework is needed in order to investigate the 
quantitative di fferences that mi ght arise between spirals and el­
lipticals owing to varying merger histories. In particular, an ex­
planatio n for the observed bulge- disk j. bimodali ty is needed, 
since a spectrum of merger histo ries is more s uggestive of a 
smooth distrib ution of j • . It s ho uld also be kept in mind tha t 
(f.(M.)) is observa tionall y cons trained not only for present-day 
galax ies, but also at earlier ti mes (e.g. , Conroy & Wechsler 2009; 
Moster et a!. 2012) , which introd uces additional "boundary 
conditions" to j - M evolu tion. 
Synthesizing the scenarios above, it seems plausible tha t 
ellipticals mi ght be explai ned thro ugh a combination of collapse 
bias a nd mul tiple mergers-which bears a notable rese mblance 
to recent discussions of two-phase galaxy formation (Oser eta!. 
20 IO) .ln thi s context, an early burst ofs ta r fo rmation would bo th 
imprint a relative ly low ini tial j .and allow more opportunity for 
subsequent mergers to reduce j. further. Spirals wo uld be those 
systems where late gas infall both brings in higher j , and avo ids 
the most active merging period. 
T here are of course other considerations besides angular 
momentu m when constructing models of galaxy evolutio n, 
which are beyond the scope of this paper to evaluate. We have 
also been able to cover only a s ubset of possible scenarios. 
One significant omi ssio n is the di sk-instability path way for 
bulge forma tion (e.g., Toomre 1964; Dalcanton eta!. 1997 ; va n 
den Bosch 1998 ; Parry eta!. 2009), whi ch is an internal process 
where the bulge and disk either form fro m hi gh- and low-j 
material, or else exchange j through gravitationa l to rqu es. Whil e 
this path way is usuall y considered in conn ection with pse udo­
bulges, there are recent proposals that the special conditio ns 
in high-redshi ft galaxy disks can lead to the massive , classical 
bulges of present-day spirals, lentic ulars, and ellipticals (e.g., 
Nog uchi 1999; lmmeli eta!. 2004; Elmegreen eta!. 2008; Dekel 
et a!. 2009a, 2009b ; Ceverino et a!. 20 I0 ). The filamentary nature 
of ma ss andj inflows at hi gh red shi ft may also require signi fica nt 
revisio ns to standard spherical models (Danov ich eta!. 2012; 
Sales e t a!. 20 12; Dubois eta!. 20 12 ; Kimm e t a!. 20 II) . 
Our overa rching e mphas is he re is th at whatever the mech­
ani sms for galaxy fo rm ation, they must reproduce the basic 
j.- M. scaling relatio ns observed for both spiral and elliptical 
galaxies. A combinatio n of all the processes me ntio ned a bove, 
and more, could be opera tional in real galaxies, whe re each pro­
cess must be associated with a vector of j.- M. evolution that is 
not arbitrary but physically motivated, as we have sketched in 
Fig ures 20 and 17. T he sum of these vectors over the lifeti me of 
the galaxy must preserve the halo-like scaling relations, along 
with a relatively small scatter. T hese may be very challeng­
ing constrai nts to matc h in practice, particularly if one incl udes 
boundary conditions on f.(M.) evolution with redshi ft, andre­
q uires th at the j.- M. relations hold for both bulge and disk 
components simultaneously within the same galax ies. 
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Thus, a fresh approach to j-M analysis appears to hold 
promise for providing new, powerful constraints on galaxy 
evolution. We would encourage numerical simulators to keep 
this approach in mind as part of their toolkit, tracking the 
evolution of their simul ated galaxies in thej-M diagram, while 
refining our schematic estimates of t:..j-t:..M vectors, and thereby 
gaining more insights into the underlying physical processes in 
the simulations. 
7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
We have revisited the pioneering s tud y of F83 which derived 
observational estimates for the fundamental quantities M. and 
}. (stellar mass and specific angular momentum) of spiral and 
e lliptical galaxies, and compared these to theoretical expecta­
tions based on hierarchical assembl y. Although the amount and 
di stribution of}. in late-type galaxies has been an intensively 
studied topic in the intervening years, even the most basic trends 
for early types have not been satisfactorily establis hed. We have 
capitalized on the advent of radially extended kinematic data for 
a large sampl e of early-type galaxies, to update and ex tend the 
analyses of F83 . 
We focus first on detailed analysis of a small sample of 
galaxies with data extending to typically fi ve effective radii , 
which is the distance one must reach for a high degree of 
confidence in the }. estimates. We derive various formulae for 
use in quantifying}. for pressure s upported systems, including 
deprojection effects . In order to estimate }. for a larger sample 
of galaxies without requiring detailed modeling and data to very 
large radii , we test a simple, heuri s tic }.-estimator. 
Based on the shapes of observed rotation-velocity profiles 
for the detailed sampl e of galaxies, we find that a convenient 
metric for the characteristic rotation velocity v5 of a galaxy is 
pro vided by the observed rotation at a semimajor-axis distance 
of two effec tive radii. This approximation is accurate at the level 
of ~0.1 dex, which is s uitable for studying galaxy-to-galaxy 
variations in } • . 
We next assemble a large sample of galaxies in the nearby 
universe with adequate photometric and kinematic data for 
estimating }. and M •. This sample covers the full s pectrum of 
bright galaxy types from bulgeless-spiral to diskless elliptical , 
as well as a wide range in M. , centered approximately at 
the characteristic mass M:. We use our simple formula for 
estimati ng}., while adopting simple bulge+di sk models for the 
spiral galaxies. 
Along the way, we also introduce an important new obser­
vational scaling re lation for galaxies of all types: v5 versus 
M •. This relation is analogous to the well-known Tully-Fisher 
re lation for di sk galaxies, but is more closely re lated to an­
gular momentum than to d ynamical mass. Unlike the general­
ized Tully-Fis her relation, the mass-rotatio n-ve locity relation 
shows near-perpendicular rather than parallel trends for spiral 
and elliptical galaxies. These rotation-velocity tre nds combine 
with size-mass trends to trace the more fundamental j.-M. 
trends. 
Our combined }.-M. estimates confirm the bas ic result of 
F83 that late-type spiral and e lliptical galaxies follow parallel 
sequences of roughl y a ~ 2/ 3 log-slope, but with a large zero­
point difference (in our analysis, the ellipticals have a factor of 
~3-4 lower}. at a fixed M., which would increase to a factor 
of ~7 with possible variatio ns in the stellar mass-to-light ratio 
1.). Although this conclusion ha s alread y been used in some 
theoretical analyses, now it has a much firmer observational 
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basis. In particular, the data do not support prev ious suggestions 
that major mergers have transported large amounts of angular 
momentum into the outer regions of ellipticals. 
We confirm for the first time that lenticular galaxies on 
average lie intermediate to ellipticals and late-type s pirals in 
the }.-M. plane, with tentative indicatio ns for two families 
of le nticulars c haracterized by low and high } • . We see no 
indication of systematic, overall differe nces between centrally 
fast- and slow-rotator ellipticals. We also find that s piral bulges 
are consistent with following the}.- M. sequence for ellipticals, 
despite having very different relations between mass, size, and 
rotation. Thus, as far as the fundamental parameters }. and M. 
are concerned, s piral bulges are essenti ally like mini-ellipticals. 
We examine the residuals of the combined galaxy j.-M. data 
with respect to the disk-only trend, and find th at these correlate 
better with disk-to-bulge ratio than with Hubble type. They 
also deviate from a lognormal distribution, possibl y s uggesting 
instead a bimodality in } •. Considering all of these results 
toge the r, we propose an alte rnati ve framework to the Hubble 
sequence, based on more physically moti vated parameters. In 
this picture, all galaxies are a combination of a bulge and a disk, 
which are di sti nct subcomponents with different characteristic 
amounts of } •. Galaxy morpholog y may then be seen as a 
secondary manifestation of the mix of high- and low-} material, 
or equivalently, the position of a galaxy in }.-M. parameter 
space is a reflection of its bulge-to-disk ratio. 
We next connect our observational results to a theore tical 
framework based on the hierarc hical assembly of galaxy halos 
in a ACDM cosmology. We use numerically informed analytic 
methods that are much simpler than hydrodynamical simula­
tions, but less susceptible to the large, lingering uncertainties 
about baryonic recipes, resolution effects, and other numerical 
issues. We find that the predictions for universal mean values 
of halo spin translate into }vir-Mvir relations with an a = 2/3 
log-slope, which is remarkably similar to the observed j.-M. 
re lations. The zero-point differences amon g these relations pro­
vide valuable clues to the formation processes ofdifferent galaxy 
types. 
Mapping between halo and stellar quantities involves two 
basic parameters: the net fraction of baryo ns turned into stars, 
f. , and the fraction of specific j retained,.IJ. We find that realis tic 
variatio ns of f. with mass produce surprisingly mild deviations 
of the }.-M. re latio n from a simple a = 2/ 3 power law. The 
most noticeable correction is a slightly shallower predicted 
slope for the spiral s, which turns out to agree well with the 
observations. 
We explore two simplified alternati ve scenarios for explaining 
the spiral-elliptical dichotomy in the }.-M. plane: the formation 
of spiral and e lliptical galaxies in low- and high-spin halos, 
respectively (s pin-bias scenario); and a difference in} retention 
(variable-.IJ scenario). We find that spin bias does not explain the 
tails of the observed }. distribution, nor does it agree with the 
observed trend a s a function of mass for the elliptical galaxies. 
The variable-.IJ scenario, on the other hand, matches the data 
well and suggests uni versal values of /j ~ 0.55 and /j ~ 0.1 
for spirals and ellipticals, or for disks and bulges, respective ly. 
The near-constancy of these va lues is intriguing, and means that 
all the complexities of galaxy evolution somehow effectively 
reduce to a simple model, where galactic s tars have preserved 
the " initial" conditions of their host halos, including the }vir-Mvir 
slope and scatter. This interpretation may be useful for semi­
analytically populating DM halos with both spiral and elliptical 
galaxies (cf. Mo e ta!. 1998). 
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